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Abstract
Surface water quality (SWQ) databases have been widely compiled to provide information
characterizing environmental conditions. But SWQ databases appear to be under-utilized,
given the large investment in their creation. One reason is that database spatial, temporal,
and compositional dimension vary through time, reflecting changing priorities through
time and contrasts between different agencies, making coherent analysis challenging. This
thesis explores the Ontario Provincial Water Quality Monitoring Network (PWQMN) to
derive higher order hydrochemical properties, to render SWQ data in “network space”
permitting catchment-wide visualization, and in undertaking temporal trend analysis.
Rivers play a critical role in the terrestrial carbon cycle, but the level and role of dissolved
carbon dioxide is poorly understood because it is difficult to measure or estimate. A
stepwise algorithm was developed to extract an exceptionally large and accurate PCO2 data
set from the PWQMN. The results showed ubiquitous supersaturation and decrease
downstream, implying high rates of organic matter import into surface waters.
The spatial pattern of surface water monitoring shows a close relationship to a novel
upstream ordering system that was exploited to develop a “network space” transformation
of rivers and SWQ data.

Mapping of chloride, carbon dioxide, oxygen and total

phosphorus data in network space showed spatial coherence, clear urban impact, and
systematic inter-catchment differences. A complementary mixing algorithm allowed
budgeting for high-resolution data sets, but was less successful for general mapping where
its value was in auditing the data for point sources or poor monitoring.
Rendering of SWQ data in time using network space was very effective, but risky due to
bias and possible errors in the data. Overall, PCO2 levels peaked in the mid-1990s, then
fell dramatically to variable, but non-treading levels. These changes were associated with
significant transitions in monitoring policy and priorities, so were investigated as possible
artifacts. Inter-catchment and epochal differences in PCO2 (and its determinants: alkalinity
and pH) were unexpected. This may arise from regional acid rain control programs, but
may be a result of contrasting field protocols in different agencies.
i
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction: surface water quality data and the need
for enhanced analytical and visualization tools
1.1. Surface water quality (SWQ) data characteristics, applications and usage
Surface water quality (SWQ) data are physical, chemical, and biological measurements to
characterize the environmental state of rivers (and lakes). A key source of SWQ data is
monitoring programs that collect discrete water samples at discrete locations at certain
frequencies, and measure water quality parameters of interest.
Streams integrate surface runoff, groundwater discharge, urban and agricultural contamination
in the upstream catchments, so that single point sampling represents a larger landscape area.
SWQ data are therefore an indicator of upstream aquatic and terrestrial conditions (Kristensen
and Bøgestrand, 1996). Such analyses can be used to identify environmental threats (e.g. Bodo,
1989; Mansoor et al., 2018), to characterize environmental conditions over time and across a
region (e.g. Quinlan et al., 2017), to facilitate management actions to improve the general water
quality conditions, or drive scientific research.
A SWQ database is an aggregation of individual pieces of water quality record that report
sampling site ID, sampling time, and the values of a range of water parameters, along with
metadata (sample ID, analytical method, remark code, etc.). SWQ data, therefore, have spatial,
temporal, and compositional traits. The sampling intensity in these three complementary
dimensions is a trade-off under a finite monitoring budget that also has to cover the
management and distribution of the data (Figure 1.1).
Surface water databases serve a variety of purposes that are reflected in the database structure.
There may be mandated programs (e.g. Action Plan for Lake Erie, EPA, 2016) that are legally
dictated and require strict adherence. Compliance monitoring requires a demonstration that
water quality falls within designated limits or standards (e.g. Surface water quality objectives
in Ontario, Ministry of the Environment and Energy, 1994). Environmental characterization
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usually requires a long period of random independent sampling most easily attained by an
infrequent, but regular sampling of the random variation in flow. More targeted programs may
be directed at particular sites or parameters in order to address current environmental priorities
(e.g. Ontario Nutrient Management Act, 2002), or track spills or remediation efforts. Scientific
questions into environmental processes, causes or effects will have a more focused, typically
high-frequency sampling protocol (e.g. Crawford et al., 2013).
A central database is often a rather ad hoc aggregation of data collected under various programs
and agencies for a variety of purposes. Furthermore, the balance of priorities and level of
funding shift over time. As a, result, SWQ data structure is often very heterogeneous.

1.2. Structural constraints on usage of SWQ data:
The Ontario Provincial Surface water Monitoring Network (PWQMN)
Ontario maintains a very large SWQ database, the Provincial (Stream) Water Quality
Monitoring Network (PWQMN), which measures water quality in streams across Ontario at
over 400 locations and has 298,971 samples; 6,010,917 data values. The program intensity
(number of sites & sampling frequency) varies through time (Figure 1.2a) as political and
economic conditions change. Government cutbacks in 1995 halted the program, though it has
gradually recovered since that time, albeit with reduced sampling frequency.

Sampling is

through catchment-based Conservation Authorities (CAs) that are funded from a variety of
long-term and short-term sources. Some data are measured in the field for accuracy and
convenience (e.g. pH, temperature and electrical conductivity), and water samples are collected
and dispatched to central laboratories. The suite of parameters and analytical protocol also vary
depending on available technologies and monitoring priorities. CA-based management allows
a diverse response to local challenges and opportunities. But it can also result in systematic
variation in the database by authority (Figure 1.2 b, c, d).
The PWQMN database represents a significant allocation of resources. But it seems to have a
relatively limited use. For example, CAs use the data to assemble simple “Watershed Report
Cards” (Quinlan et al., 2017). Attempts to extend the data values (e.g. Nutrient rating curve,
Nürnberg and LaZerte, 2015) have encountered data limitation problems. The scientific
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literature has drawn remarkably little from PWQMN; a recent search revealed three citations,
one of which highlighted the lack of exploitation (Bodo, 1992), and the other two were forced
to work on a very small subset of the data to achieve acceptable statistical reliability (e.g.
Stammler et al., 2017; Raney et al., 2013).

1.2.1.

Access & usage

A SWQ database may be not available in the public domain, or be posted in unfriendly formats.
For example, the City of London water quality data are posted in an inconsistently structured
pdf format (City of London, 2018), requiring manual entry. The Ontario PWQMN was not in
the public domain until 2012, although it could be obtained through CAs or the Ministry (e.g.
Crawley, 2010). Since then it has been released in both Microsoft Excel and Access format,
that are relatively easy to access and manipulate for those with the technical skill. Having a
“large” database is a merit, but navigating it can present overwhelming difficulties without
appropriate tools. There has been an attempt to facilitate utilization by the development of
visualization and query tools (Hood, 2018), but the tool only allows visualization of a few
limited statistics.

1.2.2.

Data limitations

SWQ monitoring is typically sparse in space and time (e.g. Chang, 2008; Smith et al., 1997,).
For example, the Grand River, the largest watershed in Southern Ontario (6,793 km2), had only
38 monitoring stations in 2014, and most of them were infrequently sampled (Figure 1.2c).
Sparse sampling makes it very difficult to extend SWQ data across a watershed so it can be
difficult to gain a spatial perspective on SWQ patterns. Simple interpolation does not work
(e.g. Figure 1.3) as it propagates local data across channels that are likely independent of the
given sample site. In terms of data availability, SWQ monitoring samples can be low
frequency (typically monthly or longer) and biased in time, and limited in winter sampling
(Stammler et al., 2017), making statistical characterization and inference difficult.
Differences in sampling structure between agencies can make it difficult to make reliable
comparisons. Asynchronous sampling prevents “snapshot” characterization and budgeting. A
marked preference for “non-winter” sampling (Smart and Wang, 2017) since the mid-1990s
leads to problematic bias that limits temporal analysis. Although the change of sampling
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strategy was not document in PWQMN database, the seasonal bias of sampling are relatively
easily spotted.
The PWQMN has a list of over 167 parameters, though more than half of these are seldom
reported and can be considered “ad hoc” measurements. Parameter protocol (sampling,
handling and analytical method) is much more difficult to identify due to the lack of metadata.
Laboratory-based calibrations should ensure analytical quality control, but methods can change
quite suddenly without any validation overlap (e.g. reactive phosphate, Crawley, 2010). There
is much less constraint on sampling and handling practices and this may result in systematic
errors in the data (e.g. O’Connor, et al., 2016). When different laboratories are involved (e.g.
City of London and MOECC) there may be systematic differences in the reported results.
Measured water properties may not be useful in themselves, so derived quantities or indices
are often used to provide a more powerful interpretation of SWQ data such as mineral
saturation indices (e.g. Pu et al., 2014), or composite water quality indices (e.g. Burlakova et
al., 2018; Quinlan et al., 2017). However, a change or loss of any of the constituent variables
can compromise or disable the calculation or index.

For example, mineral equilibria

(saturation status of water with respect to a given mineral) calculations are valuable in
identifying water sources and pathways. But accurate assessment requires all the major ions,
and certainly all the ions making up the mineral of interest. Comprehensive equilibria
calculations are only possible for a very small subset (~0.51%) of the PWQMN data (Figure
1.4), likely because major ions like sulphate (not reported after 1995) are not of immediate
interest in themselves.
These difficulties make even simple parameter characterization challenging. As a result, the
majority of applications are relatively simple (e.g. Quinlan et al., 2017) or use a simple
descriptor of a small subset of the data (Stammler et al., 2017). Environmental characterization
based on derivative properties like saturation indices are even riskier as individual
measurement errors are compounded. Rigorous hypothesis testing and investigation of
causality are largely impossible in a poorly controlled data set, because “random, independent
sampling” cannot be attained.
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The purpose of this thesis is to consider these constraints and to develop approaches and tools
to improve the value and impact of SWQ data using the PWQMN (and the City of London
independent set) as a test database.

1.3. Addressing some limitations in the usage of
SWQ data
There has been surprisingly little attention paid to facilitating improved access and usage of
SWQ data. Nor is there much evidence for an audit & feedback process within the system
designed to take lessons learned and use them to improve operations in the future. The
approach adopted here is through “Exploratory Data Analysis” (EDA) (Tukey, 1977); the
development of improved visualization and exploration tools rather than trying to build
sophisticated statistical methods on a poorly ordered and likely biased data set. The essence
of EDA is seeking relevant patterns and relationships in a visual medium that also conveys
appropriate precautions to avoid misinterpretation. The “relevance” in this case is looking for
water quality patterns at the catchment scale in order to maximize use of the database to
characterize environmental conditions, chemical sources and pathways and reveal in-stream
processes.

1.3.1. Problem 1: Enhanced derivatives from measured
parameters: the partial pressure of carbon dioxide
(PCO2) in water.
The lack of major ion analyses prevents comprehensive speciation and mineral saturation
calculations. However, this problem has been avoided in part using empirical calibrations and
substitutions to estimate simple derivative properties (e.g. Liu et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2017).
The partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO2) is a measure of the equivalent atmospheric
concentration of CO2 with which a water sample would be in equilibrium. PCO2 is difficult to
measure directly, but is an important water quality parameter linking to inorganic carbon
dynamics (CaCO3-CO2-H2O) where dissolved CO2 contributes to acidity and also to organic
carbon where CO2 is consumed by photosynthesis and released by metabolism of organic
matter. Recent works indicates that PCO2 in river water is chronically supersaturated and may
be the predominant control on aquatic ecology (e.g. Lauerwald et al., 2015; Teodoru et al.,
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2009; Wang et al., 2017). Chronically high aquatic PCO2 is taken to indicate a net import and
transfer of organic matter in river systems, rather than a balance of photosynthetic and
metabolic processes (Khadka et al., 2014; Nydahl et al., 2017). It also implies that surface
water may be a dominant source of atmospheric CO2 and therefore linked to global warming
(Lauerwald et al., 2015; Teodoru et al., 2009, p. 2).
For dilute waters, PCO2 can be estimated from alkalinity, pH and temperature, assuming an
ion activity of unity (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017; Weyhenmeyer et al., 2012). Actual ion activity
can only be calculated with full major ion data, and these are scarce (Figure 1.4). Various
more or less reliable methods have been developed for PCO2 estimation (e.g. Abril et al., 2015;
Ge et al., 2014; Weyhenmeyer et al., 2012) drawing on more commonly measured parameters
and appropriate assumptions/statistical calibration. A number of these methods will be applied
and tested using the PWQMN data to build a first comprehensive PCO2 dataset for southern
Ontario, and potentially the largest such compilation in the world (Martin, 2017; Zhang et al.,
2017). Coherent associations between ensemble PCO2 and catchment size, season and over
time will be examined to determine if there are environmental signals in the PCO2 data.
Objective 1: Develop a suite of complementary PCO2 estimation algorithms to test methods
and create a comprehensive PCO2 database. [Chapter 2]

1.3.2. Problem 2: Transformation of surface water data
into a form allowing enhanced visualization and interpolation
Figure 1.3 illustrates the difficulty of mapping surface water in geographic space because
proximity-based interpolation generates misleading estimations of SWQ data in unmonitored
streams. Surface water data are a “network” rather than the geographic data set. Data
coherence arises from local runoff quality, reaction and mixing expressed through the stream
network structure (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017) While contaminant transport modelling can
potentially simulate surface water quality, a more rudimentary representation and visualization
of data is likely more practical and useful in working with a SWQ database.
The traditional approach to SWQ mapping is to label points on a map (e.g. Baker and Inverarity,
2004), adopt a transect strategy (e.g. Khadka et al., 2014; Manaka et al., 2015) or to work with
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standardized (usually small) catchments (e.g. Lee et al., 2010; Manaka et al., 2015; Stammler
et al., 2017). None of these approaches is efficient in using and rendering the entire network
data for visual assessment. Crawley (2010) reported a stream ordering method (Paired junction
ordering) that generated a subcatchment distribution analogous to the distribution of
monitoring site catchment areas. This association allowed development of a two-dimensional
surface that hosted the stream network and monitoring sites as so allowed rational interpolation
and easy visualization of SWQ patterns. However, the manual procedure used was laborious
and error-prone, so the method was only tentatively applied to long-term median total
phosphorus for the Thames River. The technical development in chapter 3 is proposed to
automate and test Crawley’s method allowing controlled mapping of SWQ in “network space”.
Paired junction mapping and network space tested using a conservative species (chloride)
The Thames River is monitored by three separate jurisdictions: Upper and Lower Thames
River Conservation Authorities (both reporting through PWQMN) and the City of London
(City of London, 2018). The analogous distributions of the paired junction classification and
the monitoring site catchment areas will, therefore, be verified on the Thames River and tested
using the Grand and Saugeen Rivers, both of which are administered by a single respective
conservation authority.
Interpolated network space maps for the three catchments will be developed and tested using
non-winter median chloride from 2000-2014. If chloride plots coherently then it indicates that
interpolation is reasonable is distributing the observed data elsewhere on the network. The
Thames and Grand rivers are “mixed” urban and rural land use whereas the Saugeen is
predominantly rural. The former therefore are expected to have point source contributions of
Cl from wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs).

Brackish groundwater contributions may

occur in parts of the province underlain by the evaporitic Salina Formation (Armstrong and
Carter 2014).
It is also understood that water quality in larger rivers is increasingly a result of mixing of
tributaries rather than local runoff contributions (Ruhala et al., 2018). A complementary
mixing model estimator will be developed and tested to see if it is applicable to the PWQMN
data and allows chemical budgeting to be undertaken.
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Objective 2a: Develop and test network space renderings of chloride for three catchments to
determine if network space and mixing interpolation are useful approaches to mapping the
ensemble of SQW data in a catchment. [Chapter 3]
Network space rendering of volatile and derived species: CO2, O2 and total phosphorus.
More volatile and reactive species are expected to be much less coherent in their behaviour
than chloride, so their “mappability” may be compromised by the greater complexity in their
dynamics. Chapter 3 explores the patterns of CO2, O2 and total phosphorus (TP) in the three
different catchments to see if there is any coherence in rendering the ensemble data. These
properties are closely linked through aquatic organic matter and pertinent to concerns for
regional water quality and the development of eutrophication and algal blooms (Bridgeman et
al., 2012). In particular, agricultural TP has been identified as the major contaminant of
concern (e.g. Dolan, 1993), so considerable efforts are directed at rectifying this problem
(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2018). Rendering of TP in network space will allow a
simple first-order assessment of this inference. The mixing analysis will be applied to allow a
reach-based assessment of TP dynamics.
Objective 2b: Develop and test network space renderings of PCO2, O2 and TP for three
catchments to determine if network space and mixing interpolation can be used to map more
complex non-conservative species, and so make basic inferences on contaminant source and
fate in large catchments. [Chapter 4].

1.3.3. Problem 3: Temporal rendering of PCO2 in network
space: sampling and analytical constraints
A key objective of environmental monitoring is identifying changes in conditions over time.
However, temporal rendering is vulnerable to discrepancies in the constituent data, and
artifacts arising from these biases may conceal or mimic underlying trends.

Spatial

characteristics of the data are important in attributing and reducing error variance in a data set,
therefore network space is used for rendering the PCO2 patterns in time.
An established approach to temporal analysis is parsing the data into as tightly controlled a
data set as possible, and lumping the data into large enough blocks to provide a representative
time sample. Both processes result in the loss of a large fraction of the data and coarsen the
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resolution (e.g. Stammler et al. 2017). Similar strategies are adopted here, using dual epoch
comparisons of the median of large multi-year “non-winter” samples to ensure a robust
indicator, reduce bias and allow valid comparisons. The important distinction is that rendering
in network space retains much more data rendered across the catchment and so allowing
changes in source and routing to be explicit.
Analytical uncertainty is difficult to ascertain in an SWQ data set. PCO2 is a derivative
parameter relying on two volatile (i.e. samples/analytics likely to degrade over time) raw
parameters: alkalinity and pH. Comparisons of these source variables will be made between
the three catchments and with the independent City of London dataset, to see if there are
inconsistencies indicative of analytical bias.
The uncertainties arising from sample bias and analytical inconsistency make temporal
analysis risky. However, to provide an indication of the promise of this analysis, a time-based
video

projection

of

network

space

has

been

developed

and

is

available

at

http://publish.uwo.ca/~swan47/demo/. In keeping with the tenets of EDA and subsequent
work in the thesis, the user is warned to be very cautious in interpreting such compelling
visualizations.
Objective 3: Develop and test the temporal network space renderings of PCO2 for three
catchments to determine if network space to explore methods of reducing bias and analytical
error in the data set. [Chapter 5].

1.4. Summary and organization of the thesis.
The four constituent objectives and chapters of the thesis are summarized in Table 1.1.
The technical foundation of this thesis work has led to the hybrid format outlined here; the
chapters are neither organized as a monographic thesis, nor do they stand as independent
manuscripts. It is hoped that the progression outlined here has allowed the reader to follow the
logic and organization of the thesis. Accordingly, all figures are collected at the end of each
respective chapter, while references are compiled at the end of the thesis.
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Table 1.1. Objectives and chapter titles for the thesis.

Title

Objectives

Chapter 2

Chemical speciation to enhance
surface water quality data:
application of hydrochemistry
software to extract PCO2 from the
Ontario Surface Water Quality
database

Develop a suite of complementary
PCO2 estimation algorithms to test the
methods and create a comprehensive
PCO2 database

Chapter 3

Development and evaluation of
surface water quality mapping
tools for rivers in southern
Ontario

Develop and test mapping tools to
visualize Chloride in stream networks

Chapter 4

Application of network space
mapping to the analysis of carbon
dioxide, dissolved oxygen, and
phosphorus in the Thames,
Saugeen and Grand River basins

Further, test the performance of SWQ
mapping tools with volatile and reactive
species

Chapter 5

An assessment of longitudinal
(temporal) analysis of a surface
water quality database

Explore robust options for time-based
visualization of water quality in
network space when data may have an
analytical and temporal bias

The underlying effort behind this work has been in grappling with a “Large Data”, problem,
connecting it to various applications such as PHREEQC (hydrochemical speciation) and GIS
development and visualization packages in Python (e.g. GDAL, GDAL/OGR contributors,
2018; Matplotlib, Hunter, 2007; Pandas,McKinney, 2010) There is no attempt to provide the
extensive Python (Python Software Foundation, 1990) script or the programming logic behind
this work, although a Java translation is being prepared for open source release in Whitebox
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GAT (Lindsay, 2016). Care was taken at each stage to cross-validate results and ensure that
programming logic was acceptable, and various tools for data revelation or geographical
queries have been developed and used. One of the advantages of effective visualizations is
that they provide a powerful validation tool in their own right. The objectives outlined above
make it clear that effective novel rendering of surface water data is the goal. It has often been
tempting to undertake further analysis and interpretation of the results as both network space
and mixing renderings appear to be scientifically novel. However, such analysis is inevitably
superficial and is not a core component of this thesis.
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1.5. Figures

Archiving,
analysis &
distribution

Figure 1.1 The surface water quality monitoring “trilemma”. (modified from Crawley, 2010)
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Figure 1.2 Disaggregated plot of the number of active monitoring sites, classified with annual
sample counts. (a) all sites in Ontario; (b)Thames River and London; (c) Grand River; (d)
Saugeen River. (Note the Thames River data include City of London data not subject to
Provincial policy.)
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Figure 1.3 Geographic interpolation of median total phosphorus (mg/L) for the Thames River.
Point samples influence a wide region irrespective of hydrological connectivity and
proportionality.
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Figure 1.4 Availability of Major Ions & pH in PWQMN Time Series.
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Chapter 2
2. Derived chemical parameters from a SWQ database:
analytical and empirical extraction of PCO2 from the
Ontario Surface Water Quality database
The objective of this chapter is to derive a large partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO2)
dataset to allow environmental analysis and mapping over a period of global change. The
Provincial Surface Water Quality Monitoring Network (PWQMN) database provides the raw
data for the analysis (PWQMN Ontario, 2014) and the program PHREEQC (Parkhurst and
Appelo, 2013) and custom Python coding are used to extract an exceptionally large body of
data.

2.1. Introduction to PCO2: Partial pressure of carbon
dioxide in water
PCO2 is a measure of the dissolved carbon dioxide concentration in water expressed as a partial
pressure in an equivalent sea level atmosphere. Like most gases, CO2 solubility depends on
atmospheric partial pressure and temperature according to Henry’s Law (Drever, 1982). CO2
is a physiological toxin and high concentrations can have a significant ecological and
environmental impact (e.g. Hasler et al., 2016; Demars and Trémolières, 2009). Previous work
on PCO2 has largely been in studies of solutional erosion of limestone because dissolved CO2
is converted into carbonic acid, the primary dissolution agent (Ford and Williams, 2007). The
atmospheric concentration of CO2 (400pm and rising, NOAA, 2018) is very low relative to
surface water PCO2, so water equilibrated with free air has little solutional capacity. In contrast,
the soil atmosphere can sustain very high PCO2 (up to ~10% or 100,000 ppm) because of the
predominance of metabolic oxidation of organic matter (Ford and Williams, 2007). Soil water
(and its derivatives such as throughflow and groundwater recharge) can, therefore, have much
higher carbonate hardness acidity, providing the CO2 remains in solution. However, when
high PCO2 water emerges in a free atmosphere, the gas is lost to reach a lower equilibrium and
any excess dissolved calcite will precipitate as speleothems or tufa deposits.
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It might be expected that surface water PCO2 will be at or close to equilibrium with the
atmosphere, as is the case with dissolved oxygen (DO). But recent works indicate that surface
waters are chronically supersaturated with CO2 (Crawford et al., 2013; Nydahl et al., 2017;
Teodoru et al., 2009) as a result of CO2 being newly generated by the oxidation of organic
matter. A simple model of aqueous organic matter (OM) generation and destruction (Figure
2.1) illustrates the gaseous fluxes associated with such aqueous CO2 production. The excess
of CO2(aq) can be attributed to two things (Nydahl et al., 2017). First, there is an excess of
organic matter in surface waters because of the import of terrestrial OM through surface runoff
and direct deposition. Second, soil and groundwater can have high concentrations of CO2.
Each unit of OM oxidized will have a much more significant impact on PCO2 than DO because
of the vastly different atmospheric concentrations (400 ppm CO2 vs 20,000 ppm O2). A 10ppm
reduction in DO will change the concentration to (20,000-10)/20000, a 0.005% drop. In
contrast, the increase in PCO2 will be 2.5%.
The model of CO2 is simplified in a number of ways. The relative magnitude of flows will be
modulated by season, nutrient availability, temperature, and ecology (community composition).
For example, in-situ photosynthesis is expected to dominate in spring and early summer,
leading to a build-up of OM. Second, transport is simplified in the model. Surface waters
originate as “runoff” from overland flow, throughflow and groundwater flow, each of which
will have a respective CO2 and OM signature that is highly modulated in time (Nydahl et al.,
2017). Rivers are organized in a dendritic channelized flow that integrates water from
upstream into larger channels. So, each of the aqueous components (CO2, OM and O2) is
subject to a local budget due to import and export. Furthermore, aqueous OM may be mobile
(as suspended flocs) (e.g. Droppo et al., 1997), or sequestered (for example as “periphyton” or
biofilms), and subject to erosional removal.
A consequence of the model is that PCO2 is expected to be higher in headwater streams where
groundwater (high PCO2) and surface run off (high OM) are large fractions of the river water,
as opposed to mature channel water. Downstream PCO2 is expected to decline due to rapid
degassing. Recent work (Crawford et al., 2013) confirms these predictions, but the PCO2
remains resolutely supersaturated even in large rivers with average water residence times of
many weeks. The model described above suggests that a predominance of OM breakdown can
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only arise from the import of terrestrial OM (Nydahl et al., 2017). Furthermore, downstream
transport of organic matter is implied by supersaturation. These processes are poorly
understood, in part because OM and PCO2 are seldom measured in surface waters. Nutrients
like nitrogen and phosphorus will be intimately tied into the OM cycle described above, and
they are considered responsible for the development of harmful and nuisance algo-bacterial
blooms in receiving waters like the Lake Erie (Bridgeman et al., 2012)
CO2 sensors exist, but are rare and expensive. Instead, PCO2 is traditionally estimated from
other measured parameters.
The simple reactions:
Equation 2.1

CO2(aq)↔CO2(g)
Equation 2.2

HCO3- ↔CO2(aq) +H2O
Equation 2.1 and 2.2 are governed by Henry’s Law and an equilibrium constant kCO2 and k1
respectively so that the PCO2 can be estimated from
Equation 2.3

[𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − ] [𝐻 + ]
𝑃𝐶𝑂2 =
𝐾𝐻 × 𝐾1
Or
Equation 2.4

𝑝𝑃𝐶𝑂2 = −𝑝H + 𝑝[𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − ] + 𝑝𝑘1 + 𝑝𝑘𝐶𝑂2
where p is the negative log operator (Drever, 1982).
The PCO2 can thus be approximated using measurements of acidity (pH) and bicarbonate
(alkalinity) activity and using the equilibrium constants for the ambient temperature.
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However, the activity (indicated by [ ]) of a dissolved species is generally a large fraction of
the measured concentration. Activity depends on the aggregated effect of all dissolved species,
but can be well approximated from “major ion” analyses. In fresh water the activity coefficient
is generally close to one.
Major ion analysis is a significant expense given that many of these species are not of direct
environmental concern. For fresh water in carbonate terrain, where Ca2+ and Mg2+ are
predominant cations, a total hardness concentration may be sufficient. In the absence of major
ion data, PCO2 estimations are less accurate because the activity cannot be determined. Major
ions also provide the basis for estimating the “ion balance error” (IBE) that can identify
significant analytical problems. Where only a single major ion is missing (often SO 42-), the
IBE can be forgone and the missing species estimated assuming ionic neutrality.
Statistical approximation allows PCO2 estimation based on a much simpler (and less expensive)
data set. Typically, a small sample of waters is subject to major ion analysis and rigorous PCO2
calculation. The resulting PCO2 data are then correlated against the surrogate variable,
commonly electrical conductivity (e.g.Z. Liu et al., 2004). This is a risky practice because the
correlation is often built on a limited sample size and range. The unexplained variance
(deviation) from a linear correlation can be systematic. For example, it may exhibit seasonal
or flow dependence and delay. Furthermore, the calibration data set may not encompass the
hydrochemistry of the waters being modelled. In general, PCO2 might be better modelled as
directly as possible using pH, temperature, and alkalinity. Electrical conductivity provides a
surrogate for ionic strength and may be used to empirically fine-tune PCO2 estimation.
The Provincial Water Quality Monitoring Network (PWQMN Ontario, 2014) in Ontario has
developed a substantial, public domain water quality database that is explored here with a view
to generating an exceptionally large PCO2 database that might be used to address some of the
issues outlined above. As noted, rather few water samples have been subject to complete major
ion analysis. However, much larger data sets are available that include alkalinity, some of the
major ions, pH and electrical conductivity. In order to operate in a coherent well-buffered
hydrochemical system (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017), only water from carbonate-rich terrain in
Southern Ontario is considered. Samples with extreme electrical conductivity and (low) pH
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are excluded from statistical analysis as they are likely to belong in a distinctive hydrochemical
framework where organic acids may be significant.
The database was managed through the development of an open source SQL protocol executed
in python. The PCO2 was estimated using the PHEEQC hydrochemical modelling package
(Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) where major ions were available (the “calibration” data set) or
could be estimated. Additional PCO2 data were estimated using less rigorous statistical
approximations. In each sequential stage, the calibration values were used to establish a model
applicable to the new approximation.
The simple objective of generating a “large” dataset was complemented by a brief ensemble
analysis of the resulting data to see if the results showed environmental coherence the presence
of a plausible signal. The assessment here considers three simple hypotheses from spatial,
seasonal, and long-term prospective. Spatially PCO2 is expected to be inversely correlated
with catchment size as reported from previous works. Seasonally, we expect PCO2 to fall in
early spring as demanded by photosynthesis, and rise in late summer when metabolism is more
prevalent. In the long term (multi-year), PCO2 might be expected to rise as a response to rising
atmospheric CO2 and increased the input of organic matter from wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs) and agriculture.

2.2. PCO2 derivation methods
2.2.1.

Chemical speciation

Aquatic chemical speciation is defined as the distribution of a chemical species interacting
with other species in water (VanBriesen et al., 2010.). Understanding the full speciation of a
chemical allows prediction of its behaviour in a system. With the availability of a suitable
database of equilibrium constants, the species fraction can be used in the estimation of the
equilibria of waters with respect to solid and gaseous phases. For example, in the simple
carbonate system (H2O-CO2-CaCO3), the saturation relative to Calcite and the equivalent
PCO2 of the water can be calculated.
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The standard approach to determine chemical speciation is calculation through equilibrium
speciation models based on thermodynamic theory (Stumm and Morgan, 1981). Carbonate
equilibria can be approximated using simple equations (e.g. Ford and William) drawing on
measured concentrations of alkalinity, pH, and calcium hardness. However, more accurate
values are obtained using ion activity, a large fraction of the measured concentration dependent
on the total dissolved species. Computation of accurate ion activity requires the use of iterative
speciation software (e.g. PHREEQC, WATSPEC) and “complete” chemical analysis. In
practice, measurements of a few dominant major ions are sufficient (Drever, 1982).
PCO2 determination by chemical speciation is restricted by data requirements because all
major ion data are necessary. As a result, most of the studies performing major ion speciation
have a few grab samples from a small number of sites. Z. Liu et al. (2004) used WATSPEC
and 7 major ions to derive PCO2 and calcite saturation index (PCO2) of 23 samples of
groundwater in karst regions. Gulley et al., (2014) derived PCO2 and SIC (saturation index of
calcite) for 6 groundwater sample using PHREEQC. In general, previous studies tend to use
chemical speciation software only when mineral saturation indices are desired for analysis. No
one as far as we know attempted to extract PCO2 from a large database with chemical
speciation software.

2.2.2.

Missing Ion substitution

In some cases, a single major ion may be missing and so prevent the application of speciation
software. However, any water sample is expected to be electro-neutral (Drever, 1982) so that
the anions should balance the cations. Conventionally, any ion imbalance is taken as an
indication of a missing species or an error in reported concentrations.
Equation 2.5 Ion balance error

𝐼𝐵𝐸 =

Σ𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 − Σ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
× 100
Σ𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + Σ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
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Where the summation is the product of concentration and valency for respective anions or
cation species. If a single missing ion has a large concentration and the analytical error is
assumed to be small, then the missing ion concentration (MI) can be estimated from:
Equation 2.6

(𝑀𝐼) =

IBE
v

Where v is valency of the missing species.
This method of ion substitution allows the total concentration to be estimated allowing
computation of the activity for a species of concern.

2.2.3.

PCO2 calculation equations

PCO2 for dilute waters can be calculated from ion activity, alkalinity, pH and equilibrium
constants that are temperature-dependent (Ford and Williams, 2007), with Equation 2.3.
Alkalinity is often used as a surrogate for bicarbonate because carbonate alkalinity in neutral
surface water is largely HCO3 (Polsenaere and Abril, 2012).

This method is commonly used because alkalinity, pH and T can be measured with reliably
and they are ubiquitous in water quality monitoring databases such as PWQMN. The weakness
of this approach is that there is no analytical basis for estimating ion activity, so it is assumed
to be unity. This is only reasonable for very dilute waters, and may result in a systematic
overestimation of PCO2 in carbonated waters (e.g. Liu et al., 2016; Nydahl et al., 2017).
A further concern is in water with non-carbon alkalinity (e the pH may be biased by weak
organic acids (Abril et al., 2015; Nydahl et al., 2017). This is more likely in water with a low
pH, so restricting estimation to carbonate waters is advised (for example throughout Southern
Ontario, excluding the Pre-Cambrian Shield)
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2.2.4.

Empirical methods for estimation of PCO2

A variety of empirical methods have been used to estimate equilibria in the absence of major
ion analyses. At their most basic, the approach involves establishing regression relationships
between equilibria for a small number of fully analyzed water samples and then using this
relationship to predict equilibria based on more convenient measurements such as electrical
conductivity. This is particularly appealing when applied to very high-frequency records to
estimate corresponding equilibria that would be prohibitively costly to obtain from speciation.
For example, Z. Liu et al. (2004) predicted PCO2 from electrical conductivity using simple
linear regression. The regression results showed a high correlation (r2=0.93), but only 23
samples were collected, and they are unlikely to encompass the underlying variance in more
general water quality monitoring.
Less common is the use of multiple linear regression to estimate equilibria. This allows the use
of complementary parameters such as pH and temperature. A more rational approach is to use
surrogates such as EC, pH, and temperature to estimate activity, and then combine these with
alkalinity, if available to compute PCO2 from Equation 2.4.
a) Empirical activity ratio and calculated PCO2
Statistical regression methods are used when the water quality parameters are limited, and
speciation or substitution is not possible. Accurate application of the alkalinity method
described above requires major ions to allow activity ratios to be computed. In the absence of
major ion data, the ion activity is expected to be closely correlated to the total dissolved solids
often indicated by the electrical conductivity of the water (Griffin and Jurinak, 1973). In
carbonate dominated waters, a fairly close relationship is expected. This allows estimation of
an empirical activity ratio γ’ as an empirical function of electrical conductivity and temperature
(Equation 2.7).

Equation 2.7

[HCO3] = γ (HCO3)
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b) Empirical PCO2 estimation
If alkalinity data are not available, then there is no analytical method for determination of PCO2.
In such cases, empirical regression approaches may succeed, providing a broad calibration
database is available. pH, temperature, and EC are commonly measured in water samples and
with continuous monitoring systems. In combination, they may be used to predict PCO2
because each of them has a plausible correlation to PCO2. pH determines the ionization fraction
of dissolved inorganic carbon. The carbonate equilibrium constants (k1 and KCO2 in equation
4.5) are temperature dependent. EC is an indicator of ionic strength and carbonate mineral
content.
The methods reviewed above show a close relationship between expected accuracy and data
demands. In the following application of these principles, the most accurate methods will be
used preferentially. The results of these more accurate PCO2 estimations can then be used to
test (and calibrate) weaker methods using the same data set.

2.3. Methods and procedures
The PCO2 derivation methods introduced in section 2.2 will be tested against a calibration
dataset. Details and procedures of each method being tested will be described here, and given
an abbreviated code. For ease of comparison, PCO2 values are written in the logarithmic form
(log10) in this chapter because in nature PCO2 tends to vary geometrically. Logarithmic
transformation is more straightforward in representing the relative errors.

2.3.1.

Database management and verification

The PWQMN database contains more than 6 million values of water quality records stored in
Microsoft Access format. To facilitate management, analysis and visualization, the Python
programming language was used to automate the workflow. For example, water quality data
required for chemical speciation (pH, and temperature, 8 major ions) are retrieved from
PWQMN database to python using the Open Database Connectivity protocol. To ensure
homogenous geological setting, we only analyzed samples from southern Ontario (selected by
latitude < 44.7°N) where glacial till is the dominant surficial material. There is a very small set
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of samples (n=43) that show implausible pH in southern Ontario (pH<4), so they are eliminated
here to avoid possible errors. A sample ID was provided for each record in PWQMN database
to identify water samples, but this ID has proven ambiguous due to sample mismatch and errors.
Therefore, PWQMN ID was superseded using a combination of station ID and sampling date,
assuming a maximum one sample per location per day.
PHREEQC, a geochemical modelling program was used to simulate chemical speciation and
reactions in aqueous environments (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). Unfortunately, PHREEQC
is not directly compatible with the database as it only supports its own unique text format with
special keywords. A Python linkage script was created to repeatedly extract water quality data
and write in PHREEQC readable format. PHREEQC was then called using a Python script to
execute the saved text file. Once the speciation is completed, PCO2 values are extracted from
the tab-delimited PHREEQC output file for analysis. The result of this coding is a module can
select samples for specified water parameter, site or date and feed the subset of data to
PHREEQC.
The code module was verified using a small published water quality-PCO2 dataset (Gulley et
al. 2014). The results (Table 2.1) confirm that the calculated PCO2 values are identical to the
calibration set, confirming the accuracy of the processing code.

The sample selection

processing was confirmed by comparing automated sample size against equivalent semimanually extracted data sets.
Table 2.1. Verification of automatic PHREEQC PCO2 derivation with data
Date

9/14/2008

10/26/2008

11/30/2008

12/21/2008

1/25/2009

2/22/2009

Log PCO2 test

-1.40

-1.45

-1.61

-1.47

-1.73

-1.93

Log

-1.40

-1.45

-1.61

-1.47

-1.73

-1.94

PCO2

known

PCO2test calculated from PHREEQC speciation model. PCO2known were reported by Gulley et
al. Small differences may arise from rounding or changes in the reference equilibrium
constants.
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2.3.2.

Calibration dataset

Only 1335 water samples in PWQMN have major ion analyses allowing rigorous estimation
of PCO2. This is a tiny fraction out of the more than 400,000 samples in the PWQMN database.
But this data set is used to compute the most accurate “calibration set” of PCO2 data using full
speciation in PHREEQC. The same samples are subsequently used to test (and if required
calibrate) less rigorous methods that can be applied to a larger dataset.

2.3.3.

PCO2 methods

Six PCO2 derivation methods (Table 2.2) are being tested against the calibration dataset. The
methods are based on the chemical speciation, substitution, calculation, and empirical
approaches introduced in section 2.2. So, the methods are categorized into three groups:
speciation, equation, and empirical regression (abbreviated to SP, EQ, and RG, respectively).
a) Speciation methods:
Major ion speciation (calibration): The calibration dataset is calculated in PHREEQC
speciation model with a complete set of major ions (Ca2+, Mg2+, K+, Na+, HCO3-, SO42-, Cl-,
NO3-). It is used as the calibration dataset to test other methods listed below. HCO3- activity
ratio were also computed as they are required later by method EQ-2.
Sulphate substitution (SP-1): Sulphate is a significant species in surface water in southern
Ontario due to widespread gypsum in source rocks (Armstrong et al., 2010). Unfortunately,
there are no sulphate data since 1995 preventing computation of PCO2 in PHREEQC.
Therefore, sulphate concentration was estimated with Equation 2.8, assuming electroneutrality and subtracting total anions from total cations to provide a full major ion set that was
subject to PHREEQC analysis.
Equation 2.8 Sulphate substitution equation.

[𝑆𝑂4 2− ] =

∑𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − ([HCO3 − ] + [𝑁𝑂3 − ] + [Cl− ])
2

Where [ ] indicates the measured concentrations. Sigma cations charge is the aggregate
cation concentration x valency.
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b) Equation methods:
Alkalinity-temperature-pH equation (EQ-1): PCO2 is conventionally computed from
alkalinity (as HCO3-), temperature and pH (Equation 2.3) using the respective equilibrium
constants (e.g. Weyhenmeyer et al., 2012). This method assumes HCO3- activity ratio is close
to unity in freshwater.
Alkalinity-temperature-pH equation and activity ratio correction (EQ-2): Rather than
assuming activity of unity, a relationship was found between the EC and ion activity for HCO3estimated from the calibration data set. The measured EC is then used for samples lacking
major ions, to estimate the activity of HCO3- to calculate PCO2 using Equation 2.3. The method
is a combination of the conventional equation and empirical estimation. It is categorized as an
equational method because the PCO2 equation is still the major determinant. Ion activity
correction is not normally performed, so this is an opportunity to determine the effect of
assuming a value of unity.
c) Empirical methods:
In the absence of any major ion data, PCO2 cannot be rationally computed. However, general
correlations may exist between commonly measured non-ionic water quality parameters such
as pH, EC, and T, or simple linear regression of saturation indices and PCO2 against EC data.
The relationships are often poorly constructed with small sample size (e.g. Z. Liu et al., 2004),
so application to widely ranging data is very risky. However, the concept of empirical
estimation of PCO2 from commonly measured water quality properties is valuable as it enabled
estimation of PCO2 variability from high-frequency EC data.
Multiple linear regression (RG-1): A more sophisticated and rational method is employed
by seeking multiple regression relationships between known PCO2 (from procedures described
above) and commonly measured parameters pH, EC, and temperature. A least square
regression model package in python (SciPy) is used to compute a PCO2 regression equation.
Simple linear regression with pH (RG-2): Simple linear regression method using only one
predictor variable is also attempted here. RG-2 use pH as the only predictor variable to estimate
PCO2.
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Simple linear regression with EC (RG-3): Use electrical conductivity (EC) as the only
predictor variable to estimate PCO2.
Table 2.2 Outline of PCO2 determination methods being tested

Chemical
speciation
methods

pH T EC major ions

Full speciation (The
calibration data)

✔ ✔

All

✔

SP-1

Sulphate substitution

✔ ✔

No SO42-

✔

EQ-1

Alkalinity-temperature-pH
PCO2 equation

✔ ✔

Only
alkalinity

✔ ✔ ✔

Only
alkalinity

✔ ✔ ✔

None

✔

✔

None

✔

None

✔

-

Equational
methods
EQ-2
RG-1
Empirical
Regression

Description

PHREEQC

Method
Abbr.

Regression

Data required

RG-2
RG-3

HCO3 activity estimated
from temperature,
alkalinity and EC
Multiple linear regression
model using multiple
predictor variables
Simple linear regression
with pH
Simple linear regression
with EC

✔

Previous example

Z. Liu et al., (2004)
Gulley et al. (2014)

Nydahl, et al. (2017)
Weyhenmeyer et al.,
(2012)
✔

✔

Z. Liu et al., (2004)

2.4. Results
The results of the successive PCO2 derivation methods are presented stepwise and then as an
ensemble to allow generation of a core PCO2 dataset of acceptable accuracy. These data are
then analyzed with respect to the hypothesized relationships to catchment size, seasonality and
secular trend.

2.4.1.

Ion balance check

An ion-balance test (Equation 2.5) is performed for the samples with all major ions data to
ensure only accurate (electro-neutral) data are used as the calibration data. Samples with IBE
more than 10% outside neutrality are rejected (Mosello et al., 2008).
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1218 samples fall in the ±5% error range and only 45 samples fall out of the ±10% range. The
distribution of ion-balance errors skewed slightly to the left, which suggests negative errors
are more common (Figure 2.2). This skewness will be addressed when deriving alternative
sulphate concentration (Equation 2.8 Sulphate substitution equation.)
Table 2.3 Summary of % ion-balance errors in test samples (n=1335)

Error (%)

2.4.2.

N
1355

Mean
-0.96

STD
5.03

Min
-9.34

99%
14.93

5%
-5.20

25%
-2.50

Percentile
50%
75%
-1.14
0.38

95%
4.89

Calibration dataset

The overall median log PCO2 was -3.024 (946ppm, Table 2.4). This is more than double
atmospheric equilibrium. There is considerable variability, but surprisingly similar PCO2
distributions are found amongst a range of conservation authorities. This indicates that
ensemble analysis appears acceptable, and lends some confidence to the analytical reliability
of the data.
Table 2.4. Summary of log PCO2 derived from PHREEQC speciation (calibration dataset), in
major conservation authorities.

Conservation
Authorities

n

Mean

STD

Min

25%

50%

75%

Max

Total

1310

-3.024

0.169

-3.71

-3.138

-3.037

-2.923

-2.432

Lake Simcoe

371

-2.99

0.153

-3.418

-3.108

-2.988

-2.887

-2.504

Grand River

318

-3.029

0.159

-3.71

-3.111

-3.034

-2.943

-2.459

Toronto

218

-3.011

0.168

-3.332

-3.117

-3.052

-2.946

-2.467

Niagara Peninsula

160

-3.05

0.236

-3.481

-3.232

-3.086

-2.873

-2.432
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2.4.3.

Accuracy performance

2.4.3.1.Speciation with substituted sulphate (SP-1)
Method SP-1 was very successful as the PCO2 values derived from speciation with substituted
sulphate are extremely close to the calibration data set. The estimated and expected PCO2
values are lined up perfectly in the 1 to 1 ratio line in the scatter diagram (Figure 2.3a) and
errors can hardly be distinguished. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of log PCO2 for all
samples is 0.000243 (0.05% error) and even the worst estimate is acceptable (-0.345% error).
2.4.3.2.PCO2 equations (EQ-1/2)
The RMSE for log PCO2 derived from the uncorrected alkalinity equation (EQ-1) is 0.0608 in
log scale (15%). And some samples deviated from the expected values quite significantly. The
maximum error is 0.151, equivalent to a 41.5% overestimation. From the scatter diagram
(Figure 2.3b) we can clearly see there is a systematic offset on the 1 to 1 ratio line and the
scatter trend line, which shows all samples are systematically overestimated, and slightly high
PCO2 range. The right-shifted cumulative probability distribution of errors curve (Figure 2.4,
EQ-1) also confirmed the overestimation with the addition of a negative shoulder. The result
is consistent with the absence of ion activity correction that is expected to lead to
overestimation of PCO2 (Nydahl et al., 2017).
The second PCO2 analytical estimation method (EQ-2) aims to correct the PCO2
overestimation by applying an estimated activity correction, using a regression estimating
HCO3- activity ratio from the square root of EC, pH, and T (Equation 2.9). The predicted
HCO3- activities are close to the original HCO3- activities with minor errors (RMSE = 4.23%).
The PCO2 estimation accuracy is improved significantly compared to the uncorrected equation.
The systematic error using EQ-1 regression has obviously been corrected in EQ-2 (Figure 2.3c).
The RMSE after the correction reduced to 0.00822 (1.91%).
Equation 2.9 HCO3- activity ratio estimation equation

a) {𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − } = [𝐻𝐶𝑂3 − ] ⋅ (−0.0282 ⋅ √𝐸𝐶 − 0.00152 ⋅ 𝑝𝐻 − 0.0574 ⋅ 𝑇 + 1.4236)
b) PCO2 =

{𝐻𝐶𝑂3− } H+
𝐾1∗ 𝐾𝐻
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The result shows EQ-2 is a significant improvement to the conventional PCO2 equation, and it
indicates that the PCO2 is systematically overestimated without ion activity correction.
2.4.3.3.Statistical methods
Multiple regression (Equation 2.10, Figure 2.3d) against pH, EC and temperature provide
acceptable results although there is a slight overestimate at low PCO2. Only samples with
250<EC<1500 were analyzed to avoid significantly different waters such as overland flow or
mineralized groundwater. The RMSE is 0.08404, which is quite high as it around 21.4% error.
However, the scatter diagram (Figure 2.3d) shows the distribution of errors is relatively random
around the expected 1:1 line, indicating lower precision but good accuracy.
Equation 2.10. RG-1, Linear regression equation

PCO2 = 2.295 × 10−4 ⋅ 𝐸C − 0.793 ⋅ 𝑝H + 2.616 × 10−3 ⋅ −3.398
(250<EC<1500), EC stands for electrical conductivity in μS/cm at 25 °C
The RG-2 simple linear regression shows pH has a strong correlation, but was a very poor
predictor of PCO2 (Figure 2.3e), although the systematic bias could be rectified by optimization.
There is a group of positive outliers that suggest a small subset of waters with a pH bias or
error. The more widely adopted EC predictor (RG-3) showed much worse performance
(Figure 2.3f). It should not be used as a simple linear predictor in future work, its ease of
measurement and widespread use notwithstanding.
Equation 2.11 RG-2 linear regression equation

𝑝𝐶𝑂2 = −0.276 ⋅ 𝑝𝐻 − 0.27
Equation 2.12 RG-3 linear regression equation

𝑝𝐶𝑂2 = −0.0377 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶 − 3.243
EC stands for electrical conductivity in μS/cm at 25 °C

2.4.3.4.Overall PCO2 estimation analysis
The error magnitude increases as the estimation procedures make more assumptions and depart
from accurate hydrochemical constraints (Figure 2.4). A decision regarding acceptable errors
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has to be traded off against the larger sample size (in analyzing a database) or ease of
monitoring. A simple plot of a sample size against RMSE can be used to guide this decision
(Figure 2.5) Clearly, adopting the conventional simple linear regression (EC) model would
result in a very large sample, but at considerable reliability cost. Error tolerance depends on
context, but more conventionally on the root sample size. Given that a few dozen samples at
most are typical in the PCO2 literature, the present extraction has generated an exceptional
database, regardless of the method. But the clear break in the error-sample size plot occurs
after EQ-2 (the corrected analytical equation). All future analysis in this thesis uses data
compiled from major ion, sulphate substitution or corrected analytical equation giving a total
sample size of 104,814. Failure to correct for the ion activity does not give a large error, but it
is systematic, so should be of concern. Using EC to estimate PCO2 seems ill-advised since
PCO2 is not determined by EC. The multiple regression method appears to generate acceptable
PCO2 data. Although it is not exploited here, it deserves further investigation.
Table 2.5 Fitness statistics of PCO2 determination methods

SP-1
EQ-2
EQ-1
RG-1

Slope
1.0
1.01
0.99
1.0

R2
1.0
1.0
0.99
0.73

p-value
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Standard Error
3.5E-05
1.3E-03
2.2E-03
0.018

RMSE
0.00024
0.0082
0.061
0.084

RG-2
RG-3

1.0
1.0

0.19
0.13

7.9E-63
6.4E-35

0.057
0.078

0.15
0.15

2.4.4.

Temporal and spatial coverage

The utility of the PCO2 data depends on its distribution in time and space, particularly if
significant biases arise from differences in sampling between conservation authorities, changes
in sample timing and analytical protocol. The similar PCO2 distribution in the calibration set
between authorities lends some confidence.
2.4.4.1.Temporal coverage
The temporal availability of PCO2 determination methods differs dramatically due to the
changes in analytical priorities in last decades. The major constraint to implement the full
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major ion speciation is the unavailability of cations before 1994, and sulphate after 1995 except
for a few sparse grab samples (Figure 1.4). Longitudinal analysis of PCO2 is not possible with
such a small sample size within a narrow window, so complementary PCO2 data are essential.
The sulphate substitution strategy (SP-1) dramatically increased the number of usable samples
to 29,518 and it became commonly available after 1995 (Figure 2.6), but the temporal
frequency is lower than the analytical equation and regression methods.
The analytical equation methods (EQ-1/2) has approximately the same temporal coverage
because EQ-2 only require one more parameter (EC) than EQ-1. The difference (n= 111,174
vs. n=110,190) is not distinguishable on the time series plot (Figure 2.6), therefore they are
shown as one series. Generally, the analytical equations can be applied broadly in time. The
statistical methods provide a temptingly wide and consistent sample window, but they will not
be drawn on here.
2.4.4.2.Spatial Coverage
The spatial availability is difficult to manifest as the database covers extensive areas. However,
the PWQMN database is administered by 36 distinct conservation authorities that are defined
by hydrographic catchment areas. An initial spatial partitioning of the PCO2 data is possible
using a conservation area boundary file is downloaded from the Conservation Ontario website
(Conservation Ontario, 2017) applied to extract data based on the geographic coordinates of
the sample site.
The six most active conservation authorities generate very consistent data (Figure 2.7). The
PCO2 analytical equations (EQ-1/2) can be applied most widely in all conservation areas
because alkalinity and pH have been available since the 1960s. But there are large number of
samples lacking alkalinity analysis (red bars in Figure 2.7.), therefore only the statistical
methods can be applied. PCO2 cannot be derived by chemical speciation methods until late
1990s due to the absence of major cations. But after late 1990s the statistical prediction is not
dominant because the PCO2 can be generally determined by the more accurate speciation (SP1) and analytical (EQ-1/2) methods. The speciation with complete major ions data is only
possible in very small number of samples sparsely found in a few conservation areas, so there
may be some bias in this critical data set.
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The subsequent chapters concentrate on the catchment-based analysis of water quality so that
CAs with large single river basins (i.e. Thames River, Grand River, and Saugeen River) are
preferred. Thames River is a priority as the database has been worked on previously (Crawley,
2010). The Thames has an unusual tripartite monitoring program operated by two CAs (Upper
and Lower Thames respectively) and the city of London generates a complementary water
quality database with the very high sampling frequency, but no alkalinity data. The Grand
provides a close analogue to the Thames in terms of land use, geology and size, but has a
singular CA responsible for monitoring. The Saugeen provides a large but predominantly rural
catchment area allowing comparison to the more mixed land use of the Thames and Grand
Rivers.
Even though analytical priorities varied considerably over time, they generally changed
simultaneously among conservation areas. In contrast to the sampling location and schedule,
this suggests that the analytical priorities are centrally prioritized by the Ministry responsible
for the program.

2.5. Discussion
The discussion focuses on using the high-reliability PCO2 (Major ion, sulphate substitution
and ion activity estimation methods) data to test the three primary hypotheses raised in the
introduction to this chapter.
1. PCO2 should decrease with catchment area, and be predominantly supersaturated.
2. PCO2 should decrease in spring and rise in late summer-fall due to the seasonal
predominance of OM production and breakdown.
3. PCO2 should increase over multiple decades due to rising atmospheric CO2 and increased
delivery of organic matter and nutrients to the river.
The analysis here is an ensemble analysis drawing on the PWQMN data from across southern
Ontario. No attempt is made to screen the data or control for variables and factors other than
the primary determinant implied in the hypothesis. The data are compiled into bin medians to
allow clear presentation and interpretation.
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2.5.1.

Catchment area effect

PCO2 is expected to decline with catchment area as headwater PCO2 will reflect a
predominance of enriched source water, whereas downstream PCO2 will be lower due to longer
residence times permitting degassing. It is also expected that PCO2 will be supersaturated
throughout. The result (Figure 2.8) shows PCO2 clearly declines downstream while remaining
supersaturated, confirming hypothesis one.
The implication is that degassing is unable to offset CO2 generation within the river. Organic
matter metabolism has to be responsible for the universally high PCO2 because the downstream
residence time is more than sufficient to allow atmospheric equilibration in a flowing river.
The supersaturation and decline suggest that a simple in-situ cycling of OM through
photosynthesis and metabolism is not occurring and imported organic matters is a significant
factor. This idea can be tested further using hypothesis 2 (seasonality).
Supersaturation indicates southern Ontario rivers are also are degassing and are a potentially
significant source of atmospheric CO2 (e.g. Lauerwald et al., 2015, Raymond et al., 2013 ). A
further consequence of this in-stream metabolism is that nutrients within the organic matter are
released and entirely exported into receiving waters. Retention of OM on the landscape would
not impact the generation of CO2 from metabolism. But it would eventually allow retention of
nutrients on the landscape and much reduce the risk of eutrophication and algal blooms.

2.5.2.

Seasonal variations

Seasonal PCO2 (Figure 2.9) is plotted by using monthly representative values of low (5th
percentile), representative (median) and high values (95th percentile). Corresponding median
temperature is provided as an index of seasonality.
The highest PCO2 values unequivocally occur in winter rather than late summer or fall. This
suggests that a very simple model of organic matter production and metabolism might be
appropriate. CO2 produced from the breakdown of organic matters may build up in winter due
to the absence of photosynthesis. Median and 5th percentile PCO2 are low in summer,
suggesting synthesis may be predominant in summer, but the 95 percentile PCO2 shows a
summer increase that suggests that in some circumstances there is a likelihood of metabolism,
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possibly indicating summer eutrophication. Note, the summer peak is actually 80% of the
winter value because of the logarithmic scale.
It is less clear how the PCO2 seasonality plays out in headwaters versus downstream locations,
nor whether there are regional effects. These considerations are addressed more fully in
subsequent chapters.

2.5.3.

Long-term changes in PCO2

Despite some wide-ranging deviations, the “expected” increase in PCO2 is observed between
1967 and 1994. But at this point PCO2 fell for two years to 0.75 its previous high (Figure
2.10a). This step change is unexpected, yet well marked.
The PCO2 sample size shows a concurrent drop in sample size (frequency x locations) around
the time of the drop in PCO2. (Figure 2.10). It is not clear why sample size might affect PCO2
unless there is some bias in the results. Sample bias by season has been anticipated based on
the seasonal results, so only non-winter data are used to ensure the sample size and season is
consistent through the record. The 1995 drop is also associated with a change in the
predominant PCO2 estimation method from alkalinity equation to sulphate substitution (Figure
2.10b. Estimation error was assessed by comparing SP1 and EQ2 derived from common data
in this era (n>8000). The results show extremely high coherence (Figure 2.10b inset), so
estimation method does not seem to be responsible in itself.
The annual water temperature (Figure 2.10c) does not appear to show a coherent relationship
to PCO2. But the water temperature in 2001 is clearly incorrect and hints that there may be
some egregious errors in the database.
The sampling interruption from 1995-2000 is unfortunately the period when PCO2 dropped.
Subsequent sampling is more robust. This coincidence raises concerns that there may be a
significant analytical bias in the data if the protocol changed. pH is a significant determinant
of PCO2 in every method used. pH is also a reflection of ambient conditions, and the drop in
pH may be associated with acid rain reduction program introduced in the 1980s.
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Temporal rendering is further reviewed in Chapter 6. For now, the median of aggregated nonwinter data is used in most applications to minimize the impact of sampling bias (Nydahl et
al., 2017).

2.6. Summary and Conclusions
PCO2 is an important but underutilized environmental indicator that is difficult to measure and
so a rare variable in water quality databases. However, PCO2 can be computed from more
commonly measured parameters. This chapter was an attempt to extract PCO2 from a large
public domain database the provincial water quality monitoring network (PWQMN) of the
province of Ontario.
Direct computation of PCO2 requires major ions, pH and temperature, a combination that is
rare, but sufficient to build a core dataset of 1,310 “calibration” PCO2 values. Subsequent
approximation methods have been developed and applied to generate a larger PCO2 database
through substitution, analytical approximation and empirical fitting using multiple and simple
linear regression. Very high-quality PCO2 data can be generated substituting for missing
sulphate data for speciation models or estimating the activity ratio of bicarbonate from
electrical conductivity. Entirely empirical methods are less successful although they generate
a much larger database. Simple linear regression is found to be a particularly poor estimator
of PCO2, despite the fact that it has been widely used. Multiple regression on pH, EC and T
does show promise as a reasonably accurate method of estimating PCO2. But it should be
partitioned carefully to allow improved understanding and accuracy.
The speciation and analytical data set is used in subsequent analysis. This appears to be the
largest PCO2 dataset reported, so it might provide the basis for gaining much insight into the
environmental significance of PCO2. Three provisional hypotheses were tested as follows:
1. PCO2 declines downstream, but remains supersaturated, indicating that in-situ generation
of CO2 is exceeding the degassing rate because of imported and transported OM (Nydahl et al.,
2017).
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2. PCO2 is seasonal with high levels in late summer and fall. This hypothesis is equivocal or
possibly incorrect. PCO2 is indeed seasonal, but highest in winter and low in summer (except
for the highest percentiles that show a summer peak), possibly indicating high summer
eutrophication in some rivers due to strong photosynthetic uptake of CO2.
3. PCO2 will increase with time due to atmospheric trends in CO2 and increased organic matter
transport into rivers. Not reliably supported. Although PCO2 rose until ~1994, it fell
dramatically in 1994-96 reaching a new lower level in subsequent years. This surprising result
is difficult to explain. A skeptical review suggests that there may be significant sampling
biases and analytical problems in the data. Nydahl et al. (2017) reported mixed trends in PCO2
over time, but draw on a rather sparse and fragmented data set.
The intent to generate a large high-quality data set was successful. The PCO2 data derived here
appears to be more reliable and vastly larger in size than any known database. Much of the
existing literature is based on far less robust sampling and methodology. Uncorrected alkalinity
calculations give systematically overestimated PCO2. Simple linear regression has been shown
to be an unacceptably risky predictor of PCO2 when tested against a robust calibration set.
However, multiple regression appears to be a promising method for generating less expensive
PCO2 data, although it has not been used here.
A number of considerations arise from the results of the hypothesis testing, and these will guide
the remaining chapters. Much of the variance in the PCO2 data has been concealed by binning
into a single representative value such as the median. High variances may be unacceptable,
unless it can be systematically attributed to other factors, for example, the spatial influence
indicated by the catchment size relationship (Figure 2.8). Spatial rendering is a surprisingly
challenging issue on stream networks because there is no obvious way to interpolate between
sparse sampling locations over a whole watershed (Figure 1.3). Two interpolation methods are
developed and tested in Chapter 3 using the complementary large watersheds of the Thames,
Grand and Saugeen Rivers to factor inter-catchment variability. PCO2 is an indicator of
organic matter dynamics that are linked to dissolved oxygen and nutrients. This is investigated
along with complementary dissolved oxygen (DO) and total phosphorus mapping in Chapter
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4. The temporal concerns outlined above are investigated with due diligence in Chapter 5, to
see if CO2 trends are consistent within and between watersheds and monitoring authorities.
The success in generating the PCO2 data from the PWQMN database is accidental. There was
no evident intent to provide a data suited to this application. But the whole endeavour has been
dependent on a tiny “golden age” period when major ions were being analyzed. Loss of
sulphate turned out to be unfortunate, but not critical. Alkalinity is critical. But as a “harmless”
variable, it is likely a candidate to be eliminated, leaving only demonstrably unreliable
regression methods to generate PCO2.
Major ion analysis of all samples is perhaps unaffordable and would require a corresponding
drop in analyses, sites or sampling frequency to be possible. But sulphate is the only missing
species in many recent samples and a small expense could generate many more “major ion”
samples. Despite the province-wide absence of sulphate data after 1995, we found a sparse set
of samples that have complete major ions data. The origin of this subset is not clear (likely
from a single authority). More widespread major ion analysis would be needed to build a more
viable calibration data set, not only permitting PCO2 estimation, but more extensive mineral
equilibrium and reaction path modelling made possible by applications like PHREEQC.
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2.7. Figures

Figure 2.1 Simplified Carbon cycle in aquatic environment. PCO2 is a measure of the
concentration of CO2(aq). Organic matter may be conditionally sequestered on the river bed,
although no long-term net storage is likely. Soil and groundwater contributions may also be
impacted by contamination.
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Figure 2.2. Cumulative probability of ion-balance error (IBE) in the calibration data set. The
blue vertical lines denote IBE within ±5%, which count for around 90% of the samples.
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Figure 2.3 PCO2 values estimated with each method v.s. PCO2 from the calibration data set. a)
Sulphate substitution, b) analytical equation with activity=1.0, c) analytical equation with
activity estimated from EC, d) multiple regression against EC, pH and T, e) simple linear
regression against pH, f) simple linear regression against EC. Methods b and f are widely used.
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Figure 2.4 Cumulative probability of PCO2 errors of each method. Δ log PCO2 (observation expected) are the residual values.
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Figure 2.5 Number of samples v.s. RMSE. For the PCO2 estimation methods. The x-axis is the
number of samples generated from PWQMN for each method. The y-axis is the root mean
squared error (RMSE). The note Y axis is displayed in reversed order. The only PCO2 from SP1
and EQ-2 are used in this thesis. EQ-1 and RG-3 are commonly used.
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Figure 2.6. PWQMN database time series of suitable water samples for each PCO2 derivation
method. EQ-1/2 and RG-1/2/3 have slightly different sample sizes but they are combined since
the differences are not visible in this plot.

Figure 2.7. PCO2 derivation methods applicable for water samples in major conservation
authorities.
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Figure 2.8 median PCO2 for each catchment area interval (n=69,583). The modern atmospheric
CO2 level (400ppm, or -3.39 in log scale) is below the PCO2 range here.

Figure 2.9 Ensemble monthly log PCO2. (n= 104,814) broken out by low, medium and high
representative statistics and plotted with mean water temperature. (a) Monthly 5th percentile
PCO2; (b) Monthly 50th percentile PCO2; (c) 95th percentile PCO2.
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Figure 2.10. Ensemble trend in a) annual median non-winter PCO2, b) annual PCO2 sample size
and associated methodology (see Figure 2.7), and c) annual median temperature. The inset
scattergram compares PCO2 from sulphate substitution (SP1: blue) and corrected alkalinity
(EQ2: green).
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Chapter 3
3. Development and evaluation of surface water quality
mapping tools: application of PWQMN to southern
Ontario catchments
A map is a transformed surface used to represent properties in two dimensions that are
conventionally spatial coordinates on the earth’s surface. Maps are populated by point data that
are commonly interpolated to generate a surface that estimates values between observations.
Environmental mapping involves visualization of properties of air, water, or land in a spatial
context to reveal patterns indicating underlying relationships, associations, rates and processes
that can be used for characterization, inference and guidance for compliance, prediction and
control. Commonly mapped environments such as groundwater (e.g. Gundogdu and Guney,
2007; Mirzaei and Sakizadeh, 2016), air quality (e.g. Hamm et al., 2015, p. 10; Li et al., 2014),
oceanography (e.g. Ellison and Slocum, 2008) are spatially continuous, allowing plausible
interpolation from sparse data. Data on networks like roads and rivers can be mapped fairly
accurately, but they are more challenging to analyze because interpolation does not provide
accurate prediction of conditions between observations. In other words, spatial proximity is
no indicator of properties on a network. This is unfortunate because interpolation greatly
improves the utility of spatial data, particularly sparse data as is typically collected in surface
water monitoring.
This chapter is an exploration of approaches to the mapping of surface (river) water quality
(SWQ), a sparsely and infrequently sampled environmental property. As well as representing
ambient conditions, water quality mapping is used to identify contaminant sources and routing
through a river network. So, network interpolation is desirable in order to estimate conditions
and infer sources in tributaries and reaches of rivers that lack data. This chapter reviews the
network mapping problem, seeks clues to mapping from a spatial analysis of sampling
networks and explores two contrasting approaches to network interpolation: a novel
transformation of the river into “network space”, and structured interpolation based on the
principle of linear mixing. The primary database for this analysis is the Ontario Provincial
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Water Quality Monitoring Network (PWQMN), a large public domain database spanning
(predominantly) southern Ontario, operated by regional conservation authorities (CAs) and
coordinated by the Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (PWQMN Ontario,
2014). In addition, the City of London posts its own local surface water quality data (City of
London, 2018). The latter is used to complement data from upper and lower Thames CAs, and
it is particularly valuable due to its high frequency (typically weekly).

3.1. A brief review of approaches and difficulties in
surface water quality data mapping
3.1.1.

Status of surface water quality mapping

In the early 1990s, an officer with Environment Ontario (Bodo, 1992) indicated the need for
innovative GIS methods to map regional water quality to highlight anthropogenic sources.
There were only simple dot maps of surface water quality in the study, but geographic
information systems were seen as promising improved mapping tools.
Since then, the primary GIS development has been the production of “watershed report cards”
(e.g. Quinlan et al., 2017) that segment a catchment into discrete “subwatersheds” each
assigned a water quality grade based in part on average nutrient and bacterial statistics over an
observation period. In contrast to the simplified water quality analysis, report cards provide
detailed jurisdictional boundaries and road networks, and this implies a desire to communicate
a clear and straightforward message to administrators and residents, respectively. Assigning
uniform water quality in each sub-watershed may be reasonable in headwater watersheds
dominated by the local runoff. However, in sub-watersheds including large channels (e.g. The
Forks in the middle of London), most of the water is transported from upstream areas, and so
it is not clear that water quality necessarily reflects conditions in the local watershed. Surface
water quality reflects the scaled integration of upstream conditions with local landuse. Local
influence declines downstream.
Sampling and analysis along a longitudinal transect provide a convenient but inefficient
strategy (Lee et al., 2010; Manaka et al., 2015). The transect typically selects the major
tributary at each junction and allows convenient sampling and analysis across a range of
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catchment sizes allowing interpolation between sampling locations. However, the transect
excludes sub-catchments (or implies they are part of the transect e.g. Khadka et al., 2014) and
simple interpolation is inappropriate because of sudden changes associated with larger
tributaries or point sources of contamination.
Spatial interpolation using the inverse distance weighing has been applied to map surface water
quality (Srivastava et al., 2011; Adebayo Olubukola et al., 2013). The vivid color rendering of
stream networks highlights anomalies and captures the attention of viewers. However, as
shown in Figure 1.3, geographical proximity is a poor basis for SWQ interpolation.

3.1.2.

Difficulties of mapping surface water quality

The SWQ maps reviewed all faced the challenge of developing a robust method to interpolate
data in stream networks. Spatial interpolation techniques operationalize Tobler’s first law of
geography that suggests “near things are more related than distant things.” However, rivers
are (generally) unidirectional and dendritic networks, so do not comply with Tobler’s law. For
rivers, the dependency is only spatial in the sense that headwater streams in similar settings
may be expected to have corresponding water quality. Downstream, similarity will be
conditioned increasingly by flows along the channel, with abrupt but deterministic changes at
junctions. Therefore, network interpolation rules might be developed to reflect these principles.
Any interpolation relies on an effective sampling strategy. In practice, a limited number of
locations are sampled, presumably based on a sampling strategy. However, in Ontario, the
local conservation authorities (CAs) decide the sampling strategy. Discussions with CAs and
the MOECC indicate that there is no coherent “monitoring strategy”; sampling arrays appear
to represent subjective judgments trading off the data legacy, resources (funding), priorities
(socio-economic and political) and changing technology and environmental stresses. But the
sample framework is not random. Quite sensibly, factors such as stream size, land use, point
sources of pollution, and accessibility all appear to affect the decision, on an ad hoc basis. The
sparsity and varied frequency of data and uncertainty of monitoring strategy make SWQ
mapping more difficult.
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A monitoring array and sampling frequency vary through time, making longitudinal (temporal)
analysis challenging. In this thesis, other than a simple comparison of early and late “epochs”,
temporal issues are set aside to allow a focus on spatial aspects of mapping SWQ. There are
significant biases in the data arising from inconsistent sampling (Smart and Wang, 2017)
making spatial and temporal mapping challenging. Here, median values are generally used to
provide as robust a characterization of “typical” water quality. Where winter data are sparse
or subject to different processes (e.g. road salt runoff), then “non-winter” subsets of the data
are used.
Previous work on the spatial mapping of water quality focused on a manually compiled
phosphate data from the Thames River (Crawley, 2010). The intention here is to automate,
validate, update and expand this study. Therefore, the entire PWQMN database has been
compiled and mobilized to allow any parameter to be selected for any set of sites under
arbitrary time constraints. The Grand and Saugeen watersheds are added to complement the
study of the Thames River. All three rivers drain large catchments, but only the Thames is
under three jurisdictions each with distinctive sampling practices. The Grand has a similar mix
of urban and rural landuse, whereas the Saugeen is more predominantly rural.
Different water quality parameters are subject to different sources, routing, and reaction which
can lead to quite complicated maps (Chapter 4). Spatial coherence is the most important
criterion for a successful map, so the development reported here uses “non-winter chloride” as
likely the most coherent and conservative species.
SWQ data provide powerful indicators of terrestrial environmental quality because of the
integrative nature of surface drainage networks. However, SWQ data is too sparse to provide
detailed interpretations of environmental processes. Computer simulation is also impractical
because knowledge of surface water processes is inadequate to allow efficient and accurate
modelling at the large catchment scale (Beck, 1987). Location in a catchment is a primary
control on water quality (e.g. Figure 2.8), so ensemble analysis (e.g. Figure 2.10) is
compromised by including spatial variance. Selecting small catchments (e.g. Stammler et al.,
2017) or mapping transects (e.g. Manaka et al., 2015) waste a lot of data or risk
misrepresentation. Full catchment mapping would allow much greater utilization of SWQ data,
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but it is challenging due to the network structure and sparse data. The problem addressed in
this chapter is the development and automation of full catchment SWQ data mapping as an aid
to visualization and analysis.

3.2. Research strategy and methods
This chapter presents the development of a series novel mapping tools to visualize chloride
data in the Saugeen, Grand and (mainly) the Thames River catchment. The concepts and
techniques of each mapping strategy will be introduced. Chloride maps of Thames River will
be produced by different mapping methods for assessment. The software development and
technical implementation involve the creation of algorithms for raster processing, iteration,
and object-orientated programming, etc. However, since the chapter is intended to be an
exploratory study of data visualization approaches rather than a technical review, we will only
discuss the basic concepts of program design. Each program development was debugged,
tested for functionality and verified against a semi-manual equivalent operation (e.g. the
mapping from Crawley, 2010). On-screen tools were also developed to allow geographical
selection and display relevant data pertaining to a particular sampling station. These data and
their pertinent statistics could be audited and compared to data from an independent source.

3.2.1.

Research objectives

The general objective of this chapter is to explore approaches to mapping surface water quality
(SWQ) data, highlight water quality patterns and associations, identify water quality issues
such as point sources, highlight errors in the data and provide feedback on the effectiveness of
the monitoring network. SWQ interpolation tools will be developed to estimate water quality
values on unmonitored streams using sparse SWQ data. There are no tenable precedents for
geographic interpolation procedures on networks, but consideration of water quality processes
may indicate patterns that should be anticipated.
Surface water quality reflects three predominate processes: delivery to the river (from diffuse
runoff and point sources), channel transport and reaction (non-conservatism). Reaction
introduces spatial complications that are eliminated here by focusing on chloride, a
conservative species (tracer) with substantial data holding.
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Runoff effects are likely to be linked to land composition and land use in headwater areas. A
suitable interpolator could be based on correlation with landuse mapping (e.g. Teshager et al.,
2016). An alternative approach is transforming the network from geographic space to somehow
juxtapose like headwaters. Crawley (2010) proposed such a transformation into “network
space”, and this provisional work will be tested and implemented below.
Transport processes encompass advection, dispersion, and retardation. In a steady state
analysis, these are combined through mixing processes that depend on the respective
magnitude of flow and concentration of tributaries at a junction. Such mixing models have
been widely used to estimate the concentration of chemical species in hydrology (e.g. Ramírez
et al., 2004). In ideal conditions data from tributaries and downstream are available allowing
assessment of mass balance errors; but in a stream network with limited flow and quality data
mixing models become difficult to implement because there are so many unmonitored reaches,
tributaries, and point sources. Here, we attempt to develop a hierarchical mixing model for a
stream network that utilizes catchment area as a surrogate for discharge, as well as an iterative
procedure for estimating water quality from sparse sample data. Spatial anomalies arising from
a distributed mixing model may be real, but more often are likely to highlight unattributed
point sources or errors in the data set; both are useful outcomes.
The two SWQ interpolation methods originated from two different concepts: spatial
transformation and mixing models. Spatial transformation aims to convert the stream network
to a continuous spatial surface amenable to interpolation. There is no precedent for this
operation, but the trigger was a result of an assessment of the distribution of the current
monitoring site catchment areas to better understand how the monitoring network reflects the
underlying catchment. Such knowledge is then used to design a novel stream network
classification and transformation. In contrast, the mixing model draws on a contagion
algorithm which iteratively solves for unknown SWQ values along the stream network.
The work here focuses on the rural Saugeen River, and the partially urbanized Grand River
and Thames River (Figure 3.1). Crawley (2010) undertook a similar task studying the Thames
River but used cumbersome and unreliable manual methods. Here, the intention is to develop
more powerful software allowing flexible, fast, and efficient analysis of SWQ data. In this
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chapter, the focus will be on the conservative chloride ion. Less conservative species are
mapped in Chapter 4.

3.2.2.

Data sources and software development

A major barrier on studying SWQD is the lack of easy-to-use computer software designed for
spatial analysis of SWQD in rivers. Conventional GIS data formats (raster/vector) lack network
connectivity and direction information, so are not suitable for manipulating unidirectional
networks. To avoid laborious error-prone manual processing custom coding was scripted in
Python (Python Software Foundation, 1990) for the spatial transformation, network analysis
and contagion modelling. The basis for the approach was a binary tree data structure (e.g. Wang
et. al, 2012). This encodes stream reaches into individual Python objects that have a location,
network, connectivity, water quality, and catchment information attached to them. The binary
tree structure enables rapid search and indexing of network objects. The DEM processing
algorithm such as stream order, flow direction, and flow accumulation was adopted from open
source Whitebox GAT (Lindsay, 2016) and re-scripted in Python.
The core component of the software requires a functional SWQ database and digital elevation
model. The Ontario Hydrology-enforced DEM (Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry,
2015) was used to derive watershed features because hydrological continuity has been enforced
on the DEM that would otherwise not allow network extraction. The data coverage is
concordant with the main SWQ database, the PWQMN (PWQMN Ontario, 2014) is the main
SWQ database used in this research. PWQMN is an Access/Excel compilation of point
sampled data, largely sampled by Conservation Authorities and analyzed by the ministry
laboratory. It appears to be one of the larger public domain surface water quality data sets in
the World. In addition, high-frequency (nominally weekly) water quality data collected by the
City of London is used to complement and supplement PWQMN data that has a far less
frequent sampling. The City of London dataset was provided as Excel spreadsheets but
converted into Microsoft Access database to keep the database format consistent.
The software was developed to allow SWQ maps to be generated automatically using SWQDB
and terrain data in the public domain. The compiled Python file and source code for the
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software is available upon request. The code is not structured or documented adequately for
public use, but work is underway to make some of the tools and products available online.

3.2.3.

Map evaluation criteria

Testing the precision of SWQ interpolation strategies is difficult because bootstrapping is not
practical with low data density. However, we believe cross-validation is not essential because
the focus here is exploratory, with an emphasis on rendering, not detailed research on processes.
The intention is to produce maps that characterize water quality conditions, communicate with
a broader audience, and facilitate enquiry, rather than hypothesis testing or predictive
modelling. Therefore, the assessment of map products will focus on the qualitative/descriptive
analysis of map clarity, accuracy, and functionality.

3.3. The spatial distribution of surface water quality
monitoring stations in southern Ontario
A monitoring array is a set of surface water quality (SWQ) sampling sites selected to
characterize water quality conditions of the catchment for a variety of purposes that can evolve
over time and between jurisdictions. Sample site placement depends on the purpose, the
priorities, and the resources of the administrating agency. There is a significant “legacy” factor
that emphasizes the need to sustain a SWQ record. Some sites are placed to assess particular
point sources (e.g. downstream of wastewater treatment plants: WWTPs). More broadly,
monitoring arrays reflect the underlying drainage network, drawing on the integrative nature
of runoff to place sampling sites throughout a network. More focused smaller catchment
projects may address particular scientific/management issues (e.g. manure runoff) or political
priorities (e.g. supporting a community groups). Given this mix of factors and the
unidirectional and dendritic property of river networks, it is not surprising that conventional
spatial sampling schemes such as random sampling, clustered sampling, minimum error
variance algorithms (Zio et al., 2004) are not applicable. Nonetheless, decision-makers
(MOECC, CAs,) have indicated that there is no explicit strategy behind monitoring array
design, although it is evident that there is a general tendency to spread monitoring across the
main tributaries of a river network. Changes in Provincial priorities have had some serious
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effects on the monitoring array resulting in a “Golden Age” from ~1980-1995 that terminated
abruptly in 1996, before being restored (albeit with less frequent sampling) from ~2000 (Figure
1.2). In contrast, City of London personnel indicates that the impact of the City on the Thames
River is a priority leading to an array focused on the Thames River as it enters, passes through
and leaves the city. Urban growth has impacted this basic strategy over 40 years. As a result,
monitoring arrays are often a mix of established sites, censored and overlain by later sites.
The factors influencing the decision on station placement can provide some guidance on likely
monitoring strategies. First, the number of sites will depend on resources, reflecting political
and economic considerations. Second, catchment form (area, basin shape, stream drainage
pattern etc.) are a key factor because the stream channel at any point can be considered to
characterize the upstream catchment area. Third, land use and point sources of pollution will
dictate sampling priorities. More stations might be allocated to places of water quality concerns,
such as major cities, wastewater treatment facilities, and intensive agricultural areas. Finally,
ad hoc scientific or lobbying activity can influence array design; the opposite of NIMBY (“Not
in my backyard”, Kinder, 2016). More specifically, for sampling convenience, sampling
locations are usually bridges crossing streams. Thus, the monitoring array is expected to reflect
the catchment as far as resources allow, but with a bias towards capturing threats to water
quality.
The number of sample sites operating in a jurisdiction is a trade-off against sampling frequency
and analytical breadth. As a result, the monitoring network is usually quite sparse, leaving large
sectors of the catchment effectively unmonitored. Estimating the water quality and locating
threats to water quality that are not directly observed would significantly enhance the value of
sparse data. But this requires extrapolating sparse and infrequent monitoring data across a river
network, a non-trivial problem.
Here the analysis will focus on assessing how the catchment and stream network is reflected
(or not) in the monitoring array. Initially, a disaggregated approach will be adopted, using the
distribution of monitoring site catchment areas as an indication of aggregate sampling policy.
Subsequent analysis will recognize the directional connectivity of the stream network and will
explore how source runoff and transport processes can be incorporated into an assessment of
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spatial (network) properties of monitoring data with a view to interpolating monitoring data
across a stream network. The three contrasting catchments provide insight into the effects of
catchment structure, land use and administration (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1).
Table 3.1 Catchments selected for analysis and respective administrative and monitoring
characteristics (1964-2014).

River

Area
(km2)

Population

Saugeen

3,977

91,642

Saugeen Valley
Conservation Authority
(SVCA)

Grand

6,793

953,964

Thames

3.3.1.

5,692

645,344

Administration

Land use
Rural

Stations Samples/year/station

Coverage
km2/station

32

4.3

124.2

Grand River Conservation Urban-rural
Authority (GRCA)

72

5.7

94.3

Upper Thames River
Conservation Authority
(UTRCA)

Rural

33

4.1

Lower Thames Valley
Conservation Authority
(LTVCA)

Rural

11

3.8

City of London

Urban

13

24.5

99.85

Disaggregated approach to investigate the relationship

between PWQMN monitoring array and stream networks.
After its coordinates, the next characterization of a sampling location is its respective
catchment area. The distribution of catchment areas for all monitoring sites, therefore,
provides a “disaggregated” characterization of the monitoring array. It is “disaggregated”
because network connectivity is excluded from the analysis. The monitoring array distribution
can be compared to subcatchment area distributions derived from a variety of stream extraction
strategies to seek analogous distributions. Crawley (2010, Chapter 2) manually extracted
subcatchments in the Thames River, and showed that the aggregate monitoring array
corresponded to the set of subcatchment areas derived using an upstream ordering algorithm
termed “paired junction” classification with a threshold limit of 25 km2. This laborious process
was not verified or tested on other catchments, so its accuracy and generality has not been
tested. Here, the intention is to automate the paired junction ordering procedure drawing on a
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network extracted from the hydrographically processed DEM, to verify the match between the
paired junction distribution and the monitoring array distribution in the Thames River and test
for generality by looking at two additional catchments.
The relevant monitoring arrays are extracted from the Access database using watershed
delineation tools and a procedure based on the scripts in Whitebox GAT (Lindsay, 2016).
“Active” monitoring stations (ten years of data with at least five samples in each year) are
selected within the catchment using from the PWQMN database and their catchment are
estimated (Figure 3.2.)

3.3.2.

Stream ordering strategies

Traditional ordering methods such as Horton, Strahler, and Shreve have been used to quantify
network properties (e.g. hierarchical order, network complexity, stream size and hydrology),
but they are all “top-down” methods searching from the smallest tributaries downstream (e.g.
Kumar et al., 2008). Unfortunately, headwater streams are the least reliably mapped element
(Wohl, 2018), particularly in southern Ontario where extensive artificial drainage overrides the
flat natural terrain. Furthermore, in these schemes, headwater tributaries lack unique identity
(i.e. they are all “first order”). Upstream ordering provides a mechanism for a robust,
unambiguous classification that can be terminated at an arbitrary threshold.
Water quality data are often mapped using an upstream “transect strategy” that generates a
singular longitudinal array along the main channel (Figure 3.3.a), based on opting for the larger
tributary at each junction until the catchment diminishes to a limiting threshold area. While it
permits unambiguous mapping and interpolation of water quality, a large part of the catchment
is excluded. (Figure 3.4 a,c,e). The distribution of transect-derived subcatchments clearly does
not correspond to the observed monitoring array distribution for any watershed (Figure 3.4
b,d,f). A Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test (KS test) indicates that the two distributions
are significantly different in all three catchments.
The paired junction algorithm (Crawley, 2010) is similar to the transect strategy, except that
the search explores and enumerates the smaller tributary at each junction (Figure 3.3.b). A
similar threshold area terminates the search which then reverts back to the last unpaired
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junction. Unlike any other ordering procedure, paired junction ordering provides a unique
ordinal list of all the subcatchments (and respective areas) in a drainage basin.
The monitoring array catchment area distributions match the paired junction arrays quite well
in all three rivers (Figure 3.5), contingent on an appropriate termination threshold being applied.
The critical areas (Ac) were manually adjusted to obtain a reasonable fit; 40km2 for Grand
River, 30km2 for Thames River, and 60km2 for Saugeen River. KS test all fail to identify
significant differences suggesting that overall catchment structure has dominated the spatial
sampling strategy.
The more urban Grand and Thames Rivers (Table 3.1) show a much smaller critical catchment
area (30 and 40 km2, respectively). There are also discrepancies in the fit that appear to indicate
more intensive sampling in urban areas. The City of London and Provincial sites have been
segregated from the Thames River analysis (Figure 3.6.) and show a close correspondence
(KS-statistic =0.138) between the City and its local catchments with a threshold area of 10 km2.
Contrary to Crawley (2010), the residual provincial monitoring array corresponds to the
catchment quite well (KS=0.117). This suggests that the provincial monitoring scheme has not
complemented the City program; rather it has ignored it.
Both Grand and Thames River shows a “tail” of undersize catchments on the monitoring
distribution (Figures 3.5 b, d). Crawley suggested they might be special studies, for example,
in response of community pressure or special programs. There is no direct information on the
funding source for each site. However, “tail station” IDs have a distinctive syntax, which might
suggest they were initiated by different monitoring programs.
Any constraint or distortion due to bridge access is not revealed in this analysis. This is most
likely in downstream rural areas where the road network is sparse, and bridges are rare. All
three rivers in this study have downstream catchment in rural areas, but none of them appears
to have under-sampled the main channels in the downstream catchment. Therefore, we believe
the road network provided sufficient access points for water quality sampling even in rural
regions. The lowest reliable sampling sites can be some distance from the actual river mouth.
This is not only due to absence of a bridge but arises from flow reversals and stratification
between the river and receiving lake.
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3.3.3.

Conclusion and implications for surface water quality

mapping
The match between the monitoring array and subcatchment distribution indicates that the latter
is dominant in SWQ monitoring design in all three catchments and jurisdictions, subject to
need and capacity. Inconsistent sampling density (Table 3.1) and critical area (Figure 3.5) pose
problems for any attempt to generate coherent maps of surface water quality.
The water quality concerns around cities, particularly wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs)
presumably accounts for the higher sampling density. However, PWQMN does not report
wastewater data. A provincial WWTP monitoring program exists, but the data are not in the
public domain and were not provided on request. Without point source data, the impact can
only be inferred from inexplicable changes (anomalies) in the mapping. Only the City of
London program effectively brackets a number of WWTP outlets, allowing fairly accurate
inference of the impact.
The small catchment tails observed in Grand River and Thames River monitoring area
distributions may be a response to different demands than those drive the main monitoring
program, for example, community-driven monitoring or nutrient management funds. The form
of the small subcatchment tail implies a transect sampling strategy for more urbanized CAs
(Figure 3.4 b,d,f.).

3.4. Paired junction water quality mapping: visual
assessment of river chloride distribution in
southern Ontario
Surface water monitoring arrays generally follow the catchment structure of rivers at a density
reflecting the capacity of the respective jurisdiction. The close relationship between the paired
junction ordering and the monitoring array in Southern Ontario (Section 3.3.2) is explored here
as a basis for mapping of water quality. The objective of this chapter is to visualize the spatial
pattern of a conservative species (chloride) over a catchment using paired junctions as the basis
for transformation into “network space”.
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3.4.1.

The paired junction order: a river subcatchment

classification and mapping scheme
Paired junction ordering returns a unique numerical value for each segment of a drainage
network and these values show spatial coherence (Figure 3.7); streams with closer paired
junction orders tend to approximately fall in the same subcatchments. In effect, the dendritic
network has been converted into an ordered set with geographic properties of spatial coherence.
Each element in the set has attributes, the simplest of which is subcatchment area, leading to a
paired ordered set that can be treated as XY Cartesian pairs and plotted as such (Figure 3.8a
plots order against root catchment area). The leftmost sub-catchments are all headwaters; flow
increases to the right and down to the bottom right corner. The leftmost cut-off is determined
by the threshold for termination of the network ordering (10km2 in Figure 3.8 a)
Inspection of Figure 3.8a implies underlying connectivity (channels). For example, the upperright data limit is the “main channel” (or transect) of the catchment. Subsidiary diagonal
clusters are subcatchments. A complete stream network can be overlaid on the paired junction
plot (Figure 3.8.b). Crawley (2010) drew such links manually. Here, a generalized DEMbased algorithm has been developed to provide a more general automated procedure.
Paired-junction order-root area space is termed “network space”. It provides an ordered
rendering of a stream network that groups headwater streams where local landuse effects will
dominate water quality, as well as placing larger tributaries together where mixing may be
dominant. In other words, proximity might be an indication of the similarity of water quality,
allowing interpolation to provide estimations of properties of unmonitored streams. Crawley
(2011) had reasonable success in rendering electrical conductivity and total phosphorus in
Network Space. But the procedure was laborious and remains untested.

3.4.2.

Mapping water quality (chloride) in network space

Network space is based on junctions as the “paired junction” order implies. Monitoring sites
are seldom located at junctions, so water quality sampling sites are positioned on the
appropriate channel segment (between upstream and downstream junctions) at the respective
catchment area. Median non-winter (April-November inclusive) chloride concentration of the
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three catchments for the most recent decade (2004-2014) has been extracted from PWQMN
and mapped in network space. Paired junction ordering and network space plots were extracted
from the DEMs Sample locations are marked as yellow circles. The point values of chloride
have been interpolated using ordinary kriging (e.g. Oliver and Webster, 1990) and mapped
using filled contour rendering. For example, Figure 3.9 illustrates the result for the Saugeen
River. Sample sites, subcatchments and the main channel are labelled. The top right sector is
“null space” and has been blanked. Monitoring data are overlain and interpolated, providing
SWQ values for any stream segment. The overall pattern is coherent, though the data density
is low. Cl increases downstream with a couple of hot spots. The largest has no obvious
explanation and perhaps indicates a brackish groundwater discharge in the catchment that
overlies the evaporitic Salina Formation (Armstrong et al. 2010).
Coordinated network space plots of chloride for the three catchments (Figure 3.10) show
surprising contrasts. Note the colour scale has been adjusted to accommodate larger
concentrations, thus concealing the pattern for the Saugeen (Figure 3.9). The distribution of
sampling sites in network space is uneven, partly a reflection of capacity and priorities of the
respective agency. There are also few sites systemically in the lower centre of the plots due to
normal network properties. The density and distribution of monitoring data has a direct impact
on the resulting contour map. But overall, the chloride data are reasonably coherent with rural,
higher altitude headwater chloride lower than downstream and lower altitude chloride. Urban
areas have higher chloride than rural areas, and this somewhat confounds the mapping as a
single urban area built at a major confluence like the Thames River at London is split up in
network space. This explains some of the sharp gradients mapped in the Thames and Grand
Rivers, but others arise where rural catchment traverse urban spaces (e.g. Guelph on the Grand
River). There are some areas where lack of sampling leads to unwarranted interpolation, e.g.
the lowest Thames map at Tilbury, and the 20km, 50 coordinate headwaters of the Grand.
Most remarkable is the universally lower chloride concentrations of the Saugeen; likely a
consequence of low population density. This effect is just detectable in the highest sampling
location on the Grand that is adjacent to the Saugeen catchment (Figure 3.1). Given that much
of the Grand and Thames catchments are rural, it is surprising to see such a strong contrast. It
may be attributed to more intensive agriculture, but this is beyond the scope of this study.
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3.4.3.

Advantages and limitations of paired junction mapping

Network space provides a powerful way of organizing and characterizing a drainage network
while eliminating irrelevant physical details of channel form and orientation. It requires some
experience to interpret the transformation, although labelling centres and subcatchment helps
in this regard. The water quality mapping is visually powerful, and effective providing the
network is understood. The main advantage is in distinguishing zones of rapid change and
coherence, and in comparing different catchments.

Like any interpolation, diligence is

required to avoid interpreting spurious interpolations where data coverage is inadequate. And
there are some segregations of naturally coherent areas.
The mapping of water quality in network space may appear unsuccessful in this light. However,
as an interpolation of a spatially variable quantity with sparse and unevenly distributed data,
the results are satisfactory. Hands-on investigation of paired junction mapping of chloride has
proven it to be much more valuable than this assessment might indicate. General patterns,
differences and anomalies are communicated quite effectively, leading to further consideration
and questions that would not arise through conventional data analysis. For example, the high
chloride of urban sites suggests that wastewater treatment plants are the source (Recall that this
is median non-winter data, so road salt runoff should not be a factor.)
Kriging is the most widely used interpolation method because it is faithful to the source data
and provides very smooth transitions that appeal to the viewer, and are often quite realistic.
Kriging can fail quite badly with sparse data or high-frequency variation, resulting in spurious
highs and lows, particularly when extrapolating. Interpolators that address this issue tend to
generate unrealistic contour forms. Some partitioning of interpolation is possible using
asymmetric (anisotropic) interpolators. Similarly, “break lines” can be inserted to prevent data
overflowing into inappropriate areas. These are not attempted here, although the failure to
handle mixing processes explicitly in larger junctions probably limits the validity of the
mapping. A mixing based interpolator is developed and tested in section 3.6.
In terms of map utility, the paired junction map really succeeds in allowing ready visual
assessment by a trained eye. It is less easy to extend the analysis to landuse, point sources etc.
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because they cannot be rendered in network space. It was hypothesized that taking the water
quality maps through an inverse transformation might provide a more user-friendly rendering.

3.5. Inverse paired junction mapping
General familiarity with geographic mapping gives it a considerable advantage over paired
junction mapping for public communication. However, unlike paired junction space, stream
water quality data in geographic space cannot be directly interpolated. This section aims to
remap water quality from paired junction space to geographic space by sampling the water
quality matrix in paired junction maps at each stream segment. This “inverse transformation”
is done by sampling water quality from the background matrix (e.g. Figure 3.11) for each
stream segment and projecting them in Geographic space using Google Earth® as the host
platform. The results were assessed by scrutinizing Google Earth® for features and
explanations of water quality patterns.

3.5.1.

The inverse transformation method.

The inverse transformation is a method to render paired junction water quality interpolation in
traditional geographical space. The matrix of chloride concentration in network space (e.g.
Figure 3.10) was sampled for each stream segment and the respective reach was colour coded
in geographic space and rendered as a Google Earth® (kml) object.
Initial renderings showed a poor mapping in Google Earth® with artifacts arising from the
disproportionate length of some segments in network space. The network space stream
segments connect nodes (stream junctions) so their length reflects the disparity in ordercatchment area series. Improved rendering was achieved by nodal sampling. Each stream
segment is then assigned a uniform water quality value based on upstream and downstream
propagation.

3.5.2.

Inverse paired junction map

An inverse map of chloride concentration in Thames River (Figure 3.11 a) was generated using
the nodal sampling of network space (Figure 3.11 b). In the Upper Thames, the geographic
chloride map (Figure 3.11 a) has more disaggregated color layout than the network space map
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(Figure 3.11b). This appears to result from relatively dense sampling in a rural region with
urban enhancement of chloride. In contrast, the Lower Thames has much lower sampling
density, and a likely bias towards monitoring sewage-impacted channels. The results is rather
high chloride estimation in many tributaries. Like any mapping product, the results are
sensitive to sampling attributes.
The geographic rendering in Google Earth (Figure 3.12) has been implemented with the water
sampling points displaying the median Cl concentration, and with a user-driven dropdown of
the raw data for inspection. Not only did this rendering allow verification of the plot, but it
made use of Google Earth’s powerful scaling to probe local land use. For example, the high
Cl value in the lower Thames (99.6 mg/l) can be inspected to reveal the nearby presence of
sewage lagoons that likely account for the local elevation of chloride. It is implausible that a
point source would propagate across the region. But it did not affect the main channel as occurs
in geographic interpolation (Figure 1.3).

3.5.3.

Advantages and Limitations of the inverse

transformation mapping
The inversed chloride map (Figure 3.11 a) is not as coherent as the paired junction chloride
map in terms of visual rendering of water quality patterns, hampering visual assessment of
water quality. Rendering the data against an overlay of landcover and land use allows
straightforward comparisons to be made. Furthermore, mapping in normal geographical space
presents data in a more familiar format allowing individuals to locate their home or business
or recreational sites, as well as permitting straightforward mapping of jurisdictions pertinent
to government and other agencies. The conversion to Google Earth® kml format partially
solved the clarity issue by introducing digital scalable maps, although the user-defined objects
are not rescaled.
Mapping in network space and inverse mapping contained related interpolation errors that
partially reflect sampling geography. In practice, the interpolation artifacts seems more
misleading in inversed mapping, where detailed river geometry interferes with visualization.
Users need experience to avoid misinterpretation in inversed mapping. In network space,
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sampling sites are clearly displayed, and interpolation artifacts caused by extreme values or
lack of data are fairly self-evident (e.g. Figure 3.11b, Avon River). But Google Earth is widely
available and has exceptionally powerful scaling capability, allowing scrutiny against
catchment position, landuse and even additional layers such as geology.

Ideally, network

space rendering of water quality should be accompanied by a kml (Google Earth) version (as
Figure 3.12), to facilitate informed investigation.

3.6. Mapping with a mixing model interpolator
SWQ interpolation in network space permits exploration of empirical connections between the
stream network, paired junction ordering and water quality monitoring. But it has little
theoretical basis other than an expected coherence in water quality in adjacent headwater
streams. In downstream reaches, land use becomes less important than advection and mixing
of channel waters.

This section aims to develop a simple mass-balance-based mixing

interpolator for SWQ, working with sparse and infrequent water quality data. Such an
interpolator is expected to have good performance in well-monitored main channels. However,
not all stream sectors are monitored, so an iterative approach is needed to estimate water quality
in unmonitored reaches. Furthermore, advection, mixing and reaction are not steady state
processes and such dynamics would require a massive effort to adequately represent. Here,
the long-term median concentration of chloride is utilized for the development and evaluation
of a mixing interpolator. More dynamic analysis is subsequently undertaken using the highfrequency data collected by the city of London.

3.6.1.

Algorithm design and implementation

Mass balance calculation of chemical concentration is often used to evaluate water balance in
surface water hydrology (e.g. Carrera et al. 2004). It is commonly used to estimate the
instantaneous concentration of the product of two tributaries with known concentration and
discharge. However, in the PWQMN database, snapshot (synchronized) samples are rarely
available due to the infrequent sampling (the City of London usually synchronizes sampling,
within a common day). Flow discharge data can be obtained from gauging station records, but
they are not sufficient to estimate the flow of all tributaries. To develop and test the mixing
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interpolator, we used the median concentration of non-winter (April-November) chloride over
10 years at each station to represent the model condition at each station. (Winter Cl is
complicated by transient road salt discharge and infrequent sampling). The mean annual
discharge for a monitoring site is seldom available and would need to be scaled to adjacent
gauging sites based on relative catchment area. For general applicability, the stream catchment
areas are used as a surrogate for annual mean discharge to weight mixing through a pseudoload, because there is a general near linear relationship between discharge and catchment area
(e.g. Burgers et al., 2014).
The mixing interpolator is an iterative algorithm developed here to estimate water quality based
on a simple mass balance equation (Equation 3.1). The program starts at the lowest sampling
points in a catchment and makes an informed guess of the median concentration on
unmonitored tributaries and repeatedly adjusts the value (Jaakkola et al., 1994) until it complies
to the mass balance equation. As each tributary is solved, it is used to propagate the estimation
upstream. Due to the low sampling density, multiple iterations are required to solve all
unknown water quality values. All original water quality data will remain unchanged during
the iterations, but estimated concentrations are adjusted to comply with the mass balance law.
Equation 3.1. Simple mass balance equation to estimate the concentration of mixture. Q1 and Q2
are discharges of two inflows, C1 and C2 are the corresponding concentrations. C3 is the
concentration of the mixture.

𝐶3 =

𝐶1 × 𝑄1 + 𝐶2 × 𝑄2
𝑄1 + 𝑄2

The model was run on all three test catchments, but only the Thames River is reported here.
The results were validated against a small set of manual calculations. Results could not be
calculated downstream of the lowest sampling point. A mixing model based on sparse
sampling is expected to generate a rather simple pattern compared to the network space
interpolation. Here, the results were assessed in terms of their plausibility; extreme predicted
Cl concentrations were used to identify sampling problems and point sources of chloride.
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3.6.2.

Chloride mapping with the mixing model interpolator

The Thames River network mixing model (Figure 3.13) reveals water quality pattern similar
to the inverse map (Figure 3.11), but there are important anomalies in local streams. The North
Thames River shows low chloride concentration except for the Avon River near Stratford. The
South Thames headwaters are low in chloride, although downstream increases in Cl occur near
Woodstock and Ingersoll. The main channel increases could not be reconciled with the
available monitoring data, so the mixing interpolator assigned local streams extreme values
(e.g. near Woodstock), which were not observed in the inverse mapping and are implausible.
It implies a point source of Cl such as a wastewater treatment plant.
Downstream of London the median Cl concentration declines, and very low, even negative Cl
concentrations are required to achieve mass balance. The streams colored in black (Figure
3.13) have negative chloride concentrations. Such a result is chemically impossible, but
(assuming accurate data) may indicate a sampling bias. If floods account for a large fraction
of chloride export, but are under-sampled compared to upstream sites, the median may possibly
be biased as a result.
Table 3.2 Mean concentration and approximated loads of chloride at three connected streams.
Tributary 1: Wharncliffe

Tributary 2: Coves

Product: Springbank

Area
(km2)

Concentration
(mg/L)

Equivalent
load
(km2mg/L)

Area

Conc

Equivalent
load

Area

Conc

Equivalent
load

3078

57

175,446

6.5

112.5

731

3099

64.5

199,886

The City of London samples the Thames River and local tributaries with high spatial density
and temporal frequency so has a more reliable mixing interpolation.

Minor monitored

tributaries have little impact on the large river. (e.g. Coves A=6.5 km 2, C=112.5 mg/L;
Wharncliffe A=3078 km2, C=57 mg/L, Table 3.2). Nevertheless, small tributaries with
implausibly high chloride are estimated (e.g. 825.3 mg/L for “Mud Creek” Figure 3.14). This
is much more likely due to unmonitored discharge from Greenway wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) increasing the median concentration from 57mg/L to 64.5mg/L, rather than the small
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Mud Creek. While the estimation is clearly wrong, it serves an indirect purpose in highlighting
an apparent chloride imbalance in the river. Median chloride concentration increases along
the main channel not only downstream of WWTP outfalls (e.g. Springbank to Byron). It
implies there are additional non-winter chloride sources between stations. The following
section attempts to test this finding using more detailed budgeting.
In general, the mixing interpolator map appears to be most useful in highlighting unmonitored
point sources and possible sampling issues. And it appears to be quite sensitive to sampling
bias.

3.6.3.

Chloride budget analysis in the City of London

The Thames River mixing analysis shows apparent increases in non-winter, median chloride
concentration between closely spaced, high frequency synchronized sampling sites (Figure
3.14) Some of these increases can be attributed to WWTP outfalls. Others lack an evident
source and may indicate inadequacies in the source data, although the data set is unusually
robust. Principal sites have been sampled with very high frequency (nominally weekly), since
2001, giving 2612 chloride data records. Most stations are sampled on common dates, giving
snapshot pairs that allow selective analysis for seasons, or flow condition (daily discharge data
via HYDAT, Environment Canada, 2017 ).
Road salt is a major factor in urban runoff (Barr, 2014), so “non-winter” (April-November)
chloride data pairs have been collected for two reaches of the river to determine chloride
balance (Figure 3.15). The resulting distributions indicate that the majority of pairs show a
prevalent increase in Cl downstream.

The chloride surplus between Wharncliffe and

Springbank is readily attributed to the Greenway Wastewater Treatment Plant discharge
(Figure 3.15b) because the downstream station (Springbank) is almost always higher than the
upstream one (Wharncliffe). But the other Reaches imply that there might be the consistent
input of chloride from the urban catchment even in non-winter seasons.
The relationship between Cl differences and runoff can help reveal the likely mechanism.
Surface runoff contributions will be high flow, groundwater Cl sources will be most apparent
at low flow. Chloride difference plotted against log discharge from local gauging stations show
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a wide scatter. More sense of the underlying relationship can be revealed using LOWESS (local
weighted regression, Cleveland, 1979). Chloride gain is in general higher under baseflow
conditions, while the differences are almost eliminated under the peak flow. The pattern
suggests a baseflow contribution of chloride. This effect is strongest where a WWTP outfall
exists (Wharncliffe-Springbank, Figure 3.16b). But the consistent LOWESS pattern for
reaches without any tributary or WWTP (Figure 3.16, a,c,d) suggests that summer baseflow
contributions from groundwater and possible sewage seepage are responsible. (The only
significant combined sewer overflow is in the Forks area reach. Such a contribution would give
a Cl contribution only at high flow.)
These results indicate that road salt contamination might be impacting shallow aquifers in
urban areas. Recent works by Roy et al. (2012, 2014, and 2015) have inferred significant
impact from urban groundwater discharge, although they used focused monitoring rather than
a monitoring database. While a promising finding, it was only possible using the unusually
high frequency snapshot sampling data provided by the City of London. The analysis arose
from anomalies highlighted using the mixing interpolator. The piecemeal budget analysis here
was undertaken to illustrate how a richly sampled water quality program can be reveal the
chloride sources.

3.6.4.

An evaluation of the mixing interpolator

The mixing interpolator is a network-based algorithm and the results are necessarily rendered
in geographic space. (The distinctive discrete anomalies generated map very poorly in network
space.). Therefore, in terms of visual clarity, mixing interpolations share geographic limitations
such as poor scalability, complex geometry and incoherence. Maps rendered in KML format
improve the scalability issue, and allow the user to search for implicit point sources such as
WWTPs. But visual clarity is still not on par with the paired junction maps. Although
geographic mapping is more familiar to users, the anomalies highlighted by the method cannot
be taken at face value. It is probably necessary to emphasize well-constrained estimates from
less reliable extrapolations, as has been done by using a distinctive colour for null reaches and
negative “concentrations” in Figure 3.13.
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The key advantage of the mixing interpolator is highlighting data discrepancies that are not
apparent from the raw data. With appropriate sampling, triangulated interpolations are quite
accurate. However, unconstrained estimates can return spurious results. Unrealistic values
(e.g. negative concentration) are easy to detect, however, false high values are not so evidently
wrong, unless a major point source is impacting the results. The practical value of, the mixing
interpolator is that it reveals the problems instead of hiding them. For conservative species, the
mixing interpolator can be used as a data validation tool. However, the interpolator has not
been tested with reactive parameters such as phosphorus and volatile species such as O2 and
PCO2. Clearly, considerable care would be needed applying the mixing interpolator to nonconservative species.
Where the mixing interpolator was applied to robust data in the City of London, point source
contamination from WWTPs was revealed by the implausibly high concentration of chloride
in tributaries. More subtle gains in Cl were not apparent though. In further developments, we
suggest implementing a function to generate “pseudo streams” whenever a mass balance
inconsistency was detected. There are no WWTP Cl data, but waste discharge is documented
(though difficult to obtain), allowing a “pseudo catchment” area to be defined with respective
water quality. This would allow WWTPs to be incorporated into mixing (and network space)
interpolations.
Negative concentrations of Cl were caused by downstream decreases in concertation that could
not be realistically offset by contributions from modelled tributaries. Where the downstream
decrease is smaller (or large unmonitored tributaries exist), the estimated tributary
concentrations may be apparently realistic numbers, but equally incorrect. Such Cl “losses”
may also arise from sampling limitations, emphasizing that mixing formulations are only
reliable with unusually robust data sets.
The simplification of using catchment area as a direct surrogate for mean discharge is likely
inaccurate. But in the exploratory study undertaken here, it is not expected to have any
significant impact on the outcome.
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3.7. Conclusions on mapping strategies
The three mapping strategies developed in this chapter have different advantages and
limitations (Table 3.3). The applications on mapping Thames River chloride demonstrated
they are useful for different applications.
Table 3.3 A Brief comparison of SWQ mapping methods developed and assessed in this chapter.

Network Space Maps
Network space

Inverse transformation

Mixing Map

Geographic space

Reach budget

Spatial layout

Network space

“Interpolation
method”

Spatial transformation
and interpolation

Accuracy

high

high

low

Visual clarity

high

low

low

Available in
scalable format (kml)?

no (not needed)

yes

yes

n/a

Familiarity

low

high

high

moderate

Analytical
functions

clear network connectivity

Incorporate geographic features

Data diagnosis/validation

Powerful source
identification

3.7.1.

Geographic space

Mixing Interpolator Maps

n/a (not map)

Spatial transformation
Iterative mass balance Local difference/LOWand interpolation &
calculation
ESS
pixel mapping
high

Conclusions and choice of SWQ mapping methods

Surface water quality is inherently challenging to map because it is a network entity
incompatible with conventional geographic spatial mapping. Furthermore, SWQ data are
chronically poorly sampled; they have low density and ad hoc spatial coverage, they are
sampled infrequently and often with seasonal or secular bias. Surface water quality is also
subject to variation arising from point sources, acute release and sample mishandling.
Given the difficulties of surface water mapping, it is not surprising that little headway has been
made in developing appropriate GIS tools. Here, the concept of network space has been
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developed from a similarity between the sample site and natural catchment area distributions.
Mapping the stream network and its attributes in network space is initially confusing. The
interpolation can generate strange patterns, but with experience the overlay of sample locations
and reach identification seemed to prevent over interpretation. In general, the network space
transformation has proven surprisingly valuable as a powerful tool for studying conservative
(chloride) water quality. It remains to be seen if reactive and volatile species are also amenable
to network mapping.
Network space may be a valuable dimension for mapping water quality but is not able to render
other relevant data sets such as imagery or point sources of contamination. The inverse
transformation of interpolated water quality from network to Cartesian space proved useful in
Google Earth where landuse can be overlaid or inferred from imagery. Site statistics were
overlaid with clickable access to raw data or other data analytics. Yet it remains very difficult
to analyze general patterns of water quality in Cartesian space.
Network space interpolation seems most plausible for headwater streams where stream water
quality is expected to reflect spatially coherent land cover. Mixing becomes more dominant
in determining the water quality of downstream reaches. The mixing interpolator is an efficient
tool that renders mass-balance of conservative species in rivers. However, the rendering in
Cartesian space proved tedious to interpret. But the key merit of mixing interpolation is that it
rapidly revealed inferred major point sources. More subtle analysis requires an improvised
“add-on” that allowed a very powerful analysis of reach-based mass balance where an
unusually robust data set was available (i.e. City of London). It was not useful for more
conventional sparse, infrequent and biased data sets. Mixing is also not expected to be
applicable to reactive and volatile species.
With experience, network space mapping seems to be a valuable tool for analysis of
conservative surface water quality that is complemented by the inverse transformation to
Cartesian space and various mixing interpolators. The following chapter tests network space
mapping on more volatile (CO2 and O2) and reactive species (phosphate). Mixing analysis is
used to complement the mapping where a robust data set is available in the City of London
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3.8. Figures

Figure 3.1 The largest river catchments in southern Ontario: Grand River, Thames River,
Saugeen River; and Conservation Authority (CA) boundaries. Thames River catchment is
managed by two CAs; the City of London runs an independent monitoring program within
its boundaries.
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Figure 3.2 Spatial distribution of monitoring on major rivers in southern Ontario rivers:
a)Grand, b)Thames, c)Saugeen Rivers. The City of London has an independent monitoring
program on the Thames River.

Figure 3.3 Examples of upstream ordering strategies. (a) transect strategy. (b) paired
junction strategy. The transect strategy traces the larger tributary at each junction to obtain
a longitudinal profile. The paired junction strategy explores the smaller tributary but
reverts to the main tributary on reaching a minimum size catchment area, allowing the
whole network to be extracted.
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Figure 3.4 Geographic (a,c,e) and cumulative distributions of (b,e,f) distribution of
catchment areas of monitoring arrays compared to transect monitoring for the Grand,
Thames and Saugeen Rivers.
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Figure 3.5 Geographic (a,c,e) and cumulative distributions of (b,e,f) distribution of
catchment areas of monitoring arrays compared to paired junction monitoring for the
Grand, Thames and Saugeen Rivers.
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Figure 3.6 Thames River a,) PWQMN, and b) City of London monitoring site catchment area
distributions compared to paired junction (subcatchment) distribution using example
critical catchment areas (Ac).
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Figure 3.7 Saugeen River network ordered using the paired junction strategy and rendered;
using a simple color scheme. The color homogeneity in stream network shows paired
junction ordering spatially distinguishes sub-catchments. Refer to Figure 3.3 for the stream
ordering method.
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Figure 3.8 Transformation of Saugeen River from a) paired junction mapping into b) The “network
space” map. The structure of the stream network is apparent in network space.
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Figure 3.9 Netwrok space rendering of sample sites and interpolated median non-winter chloride
concentration in the Saugeen River, 2004-2014. Various overlays are intended to aid interpretation of
network space and exemplify the “hot button” data display developed to allow scrutiny of individual
sites.
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Figure 3.10 Median non-winter chloride concentration in the a) Grand, b) Thames and c) Saugeen
Rivers. 2004-2014 rendered and interpolated in network space. Note the common colour scale used
here results in poor rendering for the Saugeen due to its relatively low concentrations. Compare Figure
3.9.
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Figure 3.11 a) Inversed paired junction map of chloride concentration in Thames River. Network space stream segment values have been
transcribed into the corresponding reach in geographic space; b) The source network space map.
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Figure 3.12. A screenshot of the inversed network space map of chloride in KML format,
allowing relief and imagery to be used in auditing the SWQ map.
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Figure 3.13. Thames River chloride map rendered by the mixing interpolator. Black color
streams are determined to havenegative chloride concentration through the mass balance
calculation, which highlighted possible data discrepancies. See Figure 3.14 for the close-up map
near City of London.
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Figure 3.14 Close up chloride map near City of London, Thames River. Urban monitoring
stations labeled with station name, and median chloride concentration over the study period.
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Figure 3.15 Probability distribution of chloride differences at three reaches of the Thames River
in the City of London, non-winter data (May-Nov). a) Richmond to Dundas. b) Wharncliffe to
Springbank (reach includes Greenway WWTP). c) Springbank to Byron.
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Figure 3.16 Differences of chloride concentration between adjacent monitoring stations versus
flow rate. Red lines are locally weighted regression smoothing (LOWESS). The upstream
stations mostly have lower chloride level than the station immediately downstream under low
flow condition, indicating a net gain of Cl.
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Chapter 4
4. Application of network space mapping to the
analysis of carbon dioxide, dissolved oxygen, and
total phosphorus in the Grand, Thames, and
Saugeen catchments
The overall objective of this thesis was to explore the visualization and analysis of water
quality using the Ontario Provincial Surface Water Quality Network (PWQMN) database. The
first task (Chapter 2) generated an exceptional PCO2 dataset that displayed ubiquitous
supersaturation and a possible environmental signal. The second task (Chapter 3) produced
two complementary tools. First, a stream ordering algorithm that converts stream networks
into “network space”, a two-dimensional space that allows spatial interpolators to be used to
overlay a water quality field on the stream network. The water quality field can be used to
indicate contaminant sources and routing and provides an estimate of water quality in
unmonitored subcatchments. This approach is most effective in headwater areas. Second, a
stepwise mixing model was developed that used mass-balance to assign chemical properties in
unmonitored channels. With high-resolution data, the mixing model tool proved valuable in
budgetary assessments, allowing point sources and sequestration to be identified. The two tools
are thus complementary.
In this chapter, the PCO2 dataset is mapped to see if it exhibits spatial coherence within and
between catchments, implying coherent environmental processes. PCO2 was also compared
to its more widely used complement: dissolved oxygen saturation (DO%). As outlined in
Chapter 2, spatial patterns of CO2 and DO can be used to investigate organic matter import,
synthesis and metabolism, two key processes underlying water quality degradation and
eutrophication. Phosphorus was also investigated as a mediator of biological processes.
Phosphorus is a primary nutrient impacting environmental quality and held responsible for
algal blooms in the lower Great Lakes (Bridgeman et al., 2012; Ho and Michalak, 2017). Of
particular concern is relative role of urban and rural sources of phosphorus (e.g. Easton et al.,
2007; Ulén et al., 2007). The total phosphorus (TP) will be mapped to investigate the spatial
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distribution and budgeting of total phosphorus within and between catchments. More detailed
mixing model analysis will draw on the high frequency City of London database.
The overall objective of this chapter therefore is to assess the utility of network transformation
and mixing models using derived CO2 data and archived DO and TP in the Thames, Grand and
Saugeen catchments. It is not intended to be a detailed investigation of contaminant sources
and process, although the support of such interpolations will be part of the assessment.
Temporal considerations are deferred to Chapter 5.

4.1. A brief review of DO, PCO2, and Phosphorus water
quality mapping.
In this chapter, a spatial analysis of the PCO2 data set (Chapter 2) is undertaken in network
space to see if there is spatial coherence in the data as a further confirmation of environmental
controls.
There is no direct precedent for reporting river PCO2 in southern Ontario. However, studies in
other regions (e.g. Lauerwald et al., 2015; Nydahl et al., 2017; Teodoru et al., 2009) indicate
that river PCO2 is consistently supersaturated and is likely a significant source of CO2 emission
to the atmosphere. Unfortunately, estimation of carbon flux is difficult as inflow PCO2 and instream CO2 production are poorly constrained. A global river PCO2 map (Lauerwald et al.,
2015), identified regional influences on PCO2 but within-catchment variations of PCO2 and
channel connectivity were not resolved. Nydahl et al. (2017) undertook a nationwide mapping,
but did not treat catchment size or network position as variables. In contrast, a small-scale,
high-frequency study of PCO2 in 362 km2 Nome Creek, Alaska (Crawford et al., 2013)
reported weekly samples at five stations and continuously monitored PCO2 in response to
storm events at two stations. PCO2 level and variability are higher in first-order streams
(smaller catchments), implying CO2-rich soil water throughflow is a significant source of
carbon dioxide in headwater streams. Lower PCO2 at downstream sites is attributed to a larger
fraction of partially degassed channel water. However, downstream supersaturated PCO2
implies significant import (i.e. transport) of organic matter to support metabolic offset of
degassing losses (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017).
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Dissolved oxygen saturation appears to be significantly less variable and more balanced around
equilibrium than CO2. DO is generated from photosynthesis and exchanged with the
atmosphere. Groundwater and soil water are expected to have low dissolved oxygen. High
energy aeration in waterfalls, sprays or bubble aerators can elevate DO above equilibrium.
Aggressively aerated wastewater discharge is reported to be consistently supersaturated in DO
(Wellner, 1989). But much of the observed variation in DO is likely due to temperature changes.
Phosphorus is identified as the limiting nutrient for eutrophication in the Great Lakes (Dolan,
1993). Significant algal blooms in western Lake Erie (e.g. Dolan, 1993; Steinberg, 2001) has
promoted collaborative actions to reduce agricultural phosphorus in the Thames River, the
single largest Canadian source of phosphorus to Lake Erie (Bridgeman et al., 2012). However,
a phosphorus map (1990-1995) rendered in network space (Crawley, 2010 Pg.111) suggests
that the cities of London and Woodstock are the most important sources of phosphorus in
Thames River, but this work has not been checked or updated. A recent evaluation of fertilizer
usage in Lake Erie basin (Smith et al., 2018) also questioned if agriculture is the major source
of phosphorus. Total phosphorus (TP) is generally used to assess phosphorus budgets. The
data are abundant and fairly consistently sampled and analysed and well suited to robust
network space mapping. Soluble (reactive) phosphorus or orthophosphate is more biologically
active than TP and so a direct indicator of environmental quality, but soluble P data are very
inconsistent in their analytical protocol, making viable mapping more challenging. The more
robust TP data will be mapped here.
A further anomaly in Crawley’s map is an apparent downstream reduction in TP towards the
outlet. Such a loss is implausible for conservative species because there is no loss mechanism
or permanent P reservoir in a river channel (Johnes, 2007). Biotic and abiotic uptake may
sequestrate P temporarily. However, TP analyses are normally undertaken on settled or filtered
samples, so an imbalance may arise from undetected detrital TP transport. Current estimation
of total phosphorus loading of river exports relies on “rating curves” (e.g. Quinlan et al., 2017),
that attempt to correlate infrequent TP sample and discharge data to permit high-frequency
flow data to be converted to TP and thus load (Concentration x discharge). However, such
relationships are implausible because of variable flow-phosphorus relationships during runoff
events (e.g. Bridgeman et al., 2012). The anomalous loss of phosphorus might be accounted
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for by low flow sequestration and high flow remobilization of phosphorus via biofilm or
periphyton (e.g. Jarvie et al., 2012). Low-frequency sampling (of predominantly low flows)
may result in accidental bias in the median that indicates net sequestration. The mixing model
approach will allow budgetary analysis of TP in river networks, but the provincial sampling is
generally too low frequency. High-frequency TP data from City of London will be used for
budgeting of TP on samples paired in time (snapshot samples), but mapping will be limited to
the city area.

4.2. Mapping surface water PCO2 in Southern Ontario
The objective of mapping PCO2 is to test the general utility of the previously derived PCO2
dataset incorporating the network space visualization tools developed. The test will be
conducted as visual data exploration of the PCO2 dataset in the Grand, Thames and Saugeen
rivers in network space. The initial expectation is that PCO2 will be spatially coherent because
previous studies (e.g. Hasler et al., 2016; Teodoru et al., 2009) found higher PCO2 level at
headwater streams. The test catchments are all underlain by similar carbonate-rich glaciogenic
sediments providing some control over inorganic carbon processes. Urban/point source
influences on PCO2 might be observed in the Thames River and Grand River, with the Saugeen
River as a rural control.
The relationship of PCO2 to dissolved oxygen will be visually assessed by comparing the %DO
mapping to %CO2. Previous works (Crawford et al., 2013; Khadka et al., 2014) found negative
correlations between PCO2 to DO at diurnal intervals, arising from daytime photosynthesis
against background metabolism. More general spatial relationships between PCO2 and DO
have not been reported. The mapping tools and PWQMN database allow investigation of the
PCO2-DO relationships at catchment scales for the first time.
The temporal analysis of PCO2 variation in Southern Ontario is technically feasible with the
mapping tools and PCO2 dataset. However, the sampling frequency and seasonal bias may
prohibit comprehensive investigation, so temporal variations are not assessed in this section.
The mixing model will not be used in this section because gaseous species such as CO2 and O2
are volatile, and not subject to the mass-balance assumptions in rivers.
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4.2.1.

PCO2 maps in network space

The PCO2 dataset was derived using major ion speciation, the ionic strength substitution
method and corrected alkalinity method only (Chapter 2). Median values are used to provide
a robust measure not influenced by outliers (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017). A common data window
(1980-1995) with the most intense and consistent monitoring is used. Winter sampling is
extremely variable and so to avoid sampling bias “non-winter” (April-November) data are used
(e.g. Stammler et al., 2017). Given that PCO2 and other parameters are seasonal (Figure 2.9),
this risk biasing the data to lower values. A suite of sensitivity tests was undertaken and
indicated that network space maps were most reliable (sites shared large broadly-based
samples) using these filters. Network space median patterns were not greatly altered by the
data filtering process.
The distribution of median PCO2 patterns within each catchment map is spatially coherent
(Figure 4.1), suggesting that the derived PCO2 data are fairly robust. Median PCO2 is always
supersaturated with respect to atmospheric CO2 (~350ppm in the 1980s, NOAA, 2018), which
is consistent with previous work.

This suggests that CO2 import or in-situ generation

(metabolism) from imported organic matter are greater than rates of degassing. All three
catchments show a downstream reduction in PCO2 (to the right and down in network space)
with occasional modulation, although care must be taken not to interpret patterns not supported
by a local sample site. There are surprisingly consistent differences in the overall median PCO2
between catchments; Thames River has the highest PCO2 (headwaters exceed 1800ppm),
followed by Saugeen (generally 1200-1600ppm) and Grand (800-1500ppm). The main channel
of the Grand River is lowest in PCO2 (below 1000ppm). The contrast does not seem to be an
urban-rural effect. In fact, the three river catchments are adjacent so their headwaters share a
common region (Figure 3.1), making the contrasting PCO2 surprising.

4.2.2.

Spatial distribution of CO2 and DO saturation

Gaseous saturation indicates the ratio between the observed concentration and that expected
when equilibrated to the standard atmospheric concentration at the prevailing temperature
(Henry’s Law e.g. Drever, 1982). The DO% saturation was calculated from the dissolved
oxygen concentration (mg/L) and water temperature data, assuming atmospheric pressure of
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0.965 atm. at 300m elevation (Mortimer, 1981). PCO2 data are converted from ppm to
saturation, (PCO2%) by modelling secular increases in atmospheric CO2, (NOAA, 2018) at
monthly intervals. The variation of atmospheric of CO2 does not significantly alter the
saturation results and mapping.
Spatial coherence and catchment size relationships are observed in the CO2% and DO%
saturation maps. The Median DO% maps (Figure 4.2 d, e, f) shows %DO saturation varies
relatively little around saturation (80%-120%) compared to CO2 (200-600%) over the river
catchments.

But there is general spatial coherence. (i.e. The variability between adjacent

sampling sites is relatively low compared to overall variance across the network.) DO%
generally increases downstream from the headwaters to the outlet, but there are local
modulations in the Thames and particularly the Grand River. DO levels in all three rivers
approach ~100% saturation near the river outlets. DO is the highest in Grand River (~90%120%, Figure 4.2d), and the Thames River (Figure 4.2e) has the lowest DO level, generally
below 100% across the catchment. Saugeen River (Figure 4.2f) falls in-between.
Spatial coherence of DO% and CO2% indicates an environmental signal within the data. DO%
variance is lower compared to CO2%. But small changes in concentration have a significant
effect on low ambient concentrations of CO2 compared to DO. In general, DO% patterns in
network space is the inverse of the CO2 saturation in terms of headwater-downstream trend,
between catchment variation and local modulation. Downstream trends indicate that source
waters are relatively rich in CO2 and organic matter and low in DO, but that as local tributaries
become less dominant, the atmospheric exchange is ultimately able to equilibrate with O2, but
not CO2. This implies that metabolism dominates the in-stream carbon cycle, perhaps due to a
net import of organic matter and associated nutrients
The individual catchment overall DO% is also the reverse of the CO2% with the highest levels
in the Grand and the lowest in the Thames. The reciprocal relationship is commonly attributed
to cycling through in-channel organic matter synthesis and metabolism (Figure 2.1, Crawford
et al., 2013). However, the consistent supersaturation of CO2 suggests a predominance of inchannel metabolism, and therefore a net import and transport of organic matter. There is no
obvious geological or landuse explanation for the inter-catchment differences. However,
generally inverse relationship between PCO2 and DO indicates that underlying processes are
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consistent and conventional, leading some plausibility to the contrast. In headwaters, this
relationship is dependent on runoff hydrology (Nydahl et al., 2017). But ubiquitous CO2
supersaturation attests to differences in organic matter import and river transport in catchments.
Local anomalies in the Grand and Thames River are generally high DO% and low CO2%
(Figure 4.2). They are commonly associated with urban areas and associated wastewater
discharges; for example, Kitchener Waterloo in the Grand, and London on the Thames River.
Aggressive treatment of wastewater generally includes intense aeration immediately prior to
discharge. This has been shown to induce a significant supersaturation in DO% (Wellner,
1989), but a concomitant reduction in CO2% was not expected given the rather high BOD of
wastewater (Suthar et al., 2010). In the Grand River there are two headwater streams (Alder
Creek, Moorefield Creek) identified with very high DO% (Figure 4.2d) and yet “normal”
CO2%, which does not comply with the inverse relationships of DO and CO2. The monitoring
station on Alder Creek is 1.4km below the outfall of Alder Lake (reservoir, at 43°21.2'N
80°32.2'W), The Moorefield Creek site is a few hundred m downstream of a possible weir (i.e.
white water in Google Earth and a 0.3m drop in DTM elevations, C. Smart pers, comm.). Both
cases of high DO can be attributed to natural aeration. But overall the inverse relationship
between DO and CO2 is not consistent.
The generality of the inverse relationship between DO% and PCO2% can be tested by
scattergrams (Figure 4.3) and simple linear correlation (Table 4.1), recognizing that catchment
scale relationships and inferred wastewater contributions will add substantial extraneous
variance to the analysis. The plots all share a common cluster of DO%-CO2% centered at
~95%-400%. Saugeen has little additional scatter and a weak trend. Thames shows wide
scatter with a general underlying inverse trend. Grand has a more clear-cut inverse relationship.
So, the inverse relationship is far from general. Greater urbanization appears to promote
greater variation and a stronger inverse relationship.
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Table 4.1 Pearson correlation coefficients (R) of median %DO, %CO2, and catchment area data
grouped by stations. Correlations are significant if p-value <0.05 (blue).
Grand River

%CO2

Catchment size

%DO

R =-0.565; P= 0.00092

R=0.114; P=0.46

%CO2

R=-0.311; P=0.089

Thames River

%CO2

Catchment size

%DO

R=-0.725; P=0.0045

R=0.328; P=0.17

%CO2

R=-0.495; P=0.031

Saugeen River

%CO2

Catchment size

%DO

R=-0.416; P=0.123

R=0.423; P=0.178

%CO2

R=-0.354; P=0.258

Given that there are catchment scale dependencies in both DO and CO2, ordering the analysis
by catchment area seems desirable. But such an analysis would be difficult to interpret. Instead,
network space allows the mapping and interpolation of local (sampling site) relations such as
the correlation coefficient. Such an analysis must be undertaken with caution as the sample
size, period and seasonality vary between stations. Here, non-winter samples for sites with
more than five pairs of DO%-CO2% data are mapped and interpolated for the three study
catchments (Figure 4.4). Small inset scattergrams have been inserted for example sites. The
overall picture confirms the inverse relationship between DO% and CO2%, although local
positive correlations exist; and in the Saugeen positive correlations are spatially coherent (i.e.
shared with adjacent sampling sites). The strongest inverse correlations are in urban sites in
the Grand (major urban areas: Waterloo, Guelph, Cambridge). The Thames plot lacks data as
reliable PCO2 could not be calculated for the City of London due to lack of Alkalinity data,
but the strongest inverse correlations again are tied to urban-influenced sites.
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4.2.3.

Discussion and conclusions on PCO2-DO mapping in

network space
It might be expected that gases in river water will be more or less equilibrated with the
atmosphere and modulated largely by temperature changes (Zhang et al., 2017). Headwater
streams will have a higher proportion of soil and groundwater, both generally enriched in CO2
and depleted in oxygen compared to downstream river water. The downstream decline in
PCO2 and rise in DO% are consistent with this picture, except that waters remain
supersaturated with respect to CO2. The inverse correlation between CO2% and DO%
indicates that organic matter synthesis and metabolism mediates the dissolved gases, but with
a strong bias towards the latter indicating a surplus of organic matter. Differences in the
atmospheric concentration of CO2 and O2 mean that metabolism involving a small reduction
in O2 will result in dramatic increases in PCO2. This in part explains the higher variance in
PCO2. Unfortunately, there are few organic carbon data in the PWQMN database, but total
Phosphorus (TP) can be regarded as a crude surrogate. Agricultural P has been identified as a
nutrient promoting algal blooms in Lake Erie (Bridgeman et al., 2012) and therefore tracking
phosphorus through source waters is important.
Network space mapping has proven valuable in volatile species and has been extended to
portray derived quantities (PCO2% / DO%). In general, these dissolved gas plots show
coherence in network space, indicating an underlying environmental control. Local variations
in the trend seem to be associated with urban waste water contributions that have not been
mapped explicitly. Point anomalies when researched in Google Earth generally reveal an
upstream point source such as a sewage lagoon or WWTP outfall. Systematic variation
between catchments was a further finding that was clearly revealed and characterized in
network space. The interpolation was not always reliable but overlaying the sampling sites
highlights the proximity of data and allows the informed analyst to avoid naïve
misinterpretation. The elongated form of the southern Ontario stream networks means that
there is a systematic absence of data in the middle lower sector of network space where smaller
tributaries enter larger rivers and large differences in water quality can arise. Again, the
informed user can avoid over the interpretation of this artifact.
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4.3. Surface water phosphorus mapping and
budgeting analysis
Network and mixing space will both be further tested in this section, looking at the distribution
of total phosphorus (TP) in the Grand, Thames and Saugeen rivers as a follow up to the CO2DO mapping in the previous section. Phosphorus is regarded as the primary cause of algal
blooms and eutrophication in the Lower Great Lakes (Bridgeman et al., 2012; Ho and Michalak,
2017) and so has become a remediation target for moderating such outbreaks. TP is chronically
above recommended (0.01 mg/l, MOECP, 1994) and background levels in many parts of the
lower Great Lakes Region. The excess is attributed to agricultural waste (manure), artificial
fertilizer (diffuse sources) and discharge of treated sewage from waste water treatment plants
(WWTP: point sources). TP dynamics are complicated because P exists across a spectrum of
biologically available to inert forms.

The dominant component of TP in contaminated

catchments is “organic phosphate” tied up in living or dead organic matter. So unfiltered TP
is a crude surrogate for total organic matter, providing the composition is consistent (Nydahl
et al., 2017). P transport is complicated because a large fraction of TP is particulate and
cohesive making up “biofilms” and flocs that can be deposited, transported or eroded by a
range of flows. TP patterns are therefore expected to be complicated by flow and antecedent
conditions. Turbid sample results depend on sample processing (filtering, settling,
homogenization). But TP is the most conservative form of phosphorus, making it most
plausible for mapping particularly in mixing models. For example, a large point source of TP
should be reflected by a downstream increase in TP values.
Preliminary network space maps of TP should allow rapid attribution of the source of TP, and
identification in inter-catchment differences in concentrations and patterns. Again, the maps
will be assessed in terms of spatial coherence, point source impacts (downstream of cities) and
inter-catchment contrasts. The Thames and Grand Rivers are mixed urban agricultural, and
the Saugeen is more agricultural (although towns with municipal waste treatments may impact
smaller streams).
The mixing model will also be applied to TP. While data limitations mean that this is not
expected to be effective at the whole catchment scale, a reach scale application of mixing can
be undertaken through the City of London where synchronous, high-frequency sampling
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allows pair-wise analysis across short reaches of the channel. WWTP inputs are expected to
be revealed from this analysis. The network analysis will be applied to median non-winter TP
from 1980-1995, when PWQMN sampling frequency and regularity were optimal. Stations
with fewer than 20 samples are excluded.

4.3.1.

Phosphorus maps in network space

The network space maps of TP show the highest concentration in the Thames River (0.075 to
0.175 mg/l, Figure 4.5b) compared to 0.008-0.05mg/l for the Saugeen (Figure 4.5.c). The
Grand is in between at 0.02 to 0.075mg/L (Figure 4.5.a). The intra-catchment patterns are
similar, though disguised by the use of a common colour scale (see inset map for Saugeen
River using a local TP concentration scale Figure 4.5c); agricultural headwaters are low, and
TP increases towards the outlet. Locally high TP can generally be attributed to WWTP/lagoon
point sources; for example, the extreme TP in the bottom left corner of the Thames River is a
site immediately downstream of Tilbury sewage lagoon. This is most clearly illustrated in the
Thames River where City of London Sampling sites are identified in red. In terms of mass
balance, increases in TP can generally be attributed to point sources. Decreases in TP may due
to a dilution at junctions, but it is less likely in larger channels whose tributaries are relatively
small. Mixing analysis will be needed to clarify this anomaly.
The dramatic impact of urban point sources is the most significant implication of these maps.
(Note that waste water treatment technologies and practices have greatly improved in
subsequent years, so more recent maps show much reduced concentrations See chapter 6).
This pattern coupled with the inter-catchment contrasts in TP unequivocally indicate that
municipal waste water is the dominant TP source. It is not clear why in 1980-1995 the Thames
River had a higher level of TP; it may indicate a poorer level of waste water treatment.
However, even predominantly rural headwaters in the Thames Catchment exhibit elevated TP,
so contrasts in land use are implied.
The relationship between TP mapping (Figure 4.5) and PCO2 (Figure 4.1) is less clear. In
general, there is a positive association, but the relationship is inconsistent. Organic matter
composition and metabolism are dependent on the source and composition of organic matter.
Humic materials are more readily broken down to release CO2 than proteinaceous materials
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(Nydahl et al., 2017). Natural, agricultural and urban organic matter is likely to vary in
composition and so show contrasting patterns of TP and CO2 generation (Kellerman et al.,
2018). Furthermore, organic matter and TP levels depend on runoff sources, conditions, and
seasonality (Bridgeman et al., 2012). So caution is required in the interpretation of total
phosphorus maps.
The network space mapping tool is generally successful in that it renders spatially coherent
phosphorus data in network space, with interpretable intra-and inter-catchment patterns. The
vulnerability of the network mapping to the location and number of sampling sites is again
evident. However, many local and subcatchment anomalies can be tracked to an identifiable
source. The clear identification of anomalous sites might be a valuable tool in watershed
management, although this has only been tested informally through discussions with
Conservation Authorities.

(Note: Web based versions of the mapping tool (e.g.

http://publish.uwo.ca/~swan47/demo/) allow identification of sites and a direct link to the site
in Google Maps; (see chapter 6.)

4.3.2.

Mixing model mapping of total phosphorus.

Total phosphorus is not a conservative species like chloride, because it can be sequestered in
organic matter. However, such sequestration cannot be sustained, and an overall budgetary
balance is expected. The network space mapping analysis shows a downstream decrease in
main channel median TP, in the Thames River. Mixing models can be applied to identify such
anomalies by highlighting unreasonably low (even negative) concentrations in tributary
streams. The mixing model algorithm estimates TP values in unmonitored reaches by
iteratively applying a mass-balance equation (Equation 3.1) using raw data and iteratively
modelled values. The median TP data and interpolated values are rendered in geographical
maps to indicate anomalies in the spatial distributions of phosphorus budgets.
For brevity and with regard to the high-quality City of London data set only the Thames River
TP is mapped here. Provisional mixing models for the Grand and Saugeen catchments were
constrained by the relatively low sampling density and poor synchronization.
Geographical mapping of the TP mixing results (Figure 4.6) is more challenging to read
because of excess channel detail, elongated catchment form and the presence of unresolved
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subcatchments (shown in thin blue lines). In general, the upper Thames catchment has lower
TP than the lower Thames. Both North Thames and South Thames have relatively clean
(TP<0.09mL) tributaries, but the main South Thames median TP has been reaches ~0.15mg/L
downstream of Woodstock and Ingersoll. Concentrations increase to ~0.16 mg/L downstream
of London and this is maintained to the mouth. The decrease implied in Figure 4.5 is not
revealed in this discrete rendering. Monitored tributaries in the lower Thames have rather high
TP and cannot account for a decrease. The mixing model does not allow sequestration, so it
flags the problem indirectly by assigning negative concentrations to unmonitored tributaries
(shown in black on Figure 4.6).
A more detailed reach-based mixing analysis drawing on the City data set (Figure 4.7) shows
a number of inferred negative TP tributaries indicative of sequestration. For example, the
Dingman Creek has median TP of 0.085 mg/L (measured at Lambeth), has been forced to
negative TP in order to compensate for the TP lost between Komoka to ID04001304702 station.
Other pairs of stations, including Springbank-Byron, Byron-Komoka, Richmond-Dundas,
show significant phosphorus loss over a short reach. The only prominent exception here is
Wharncliffe-Springbank, whose TP has raised from 0.13 to 0.17 mg/L, resulting in an inferred
concentration of 4.33 mg/L at Mud Creek, a very small tributary in-between (Figure 4.7). This
rise in TP is undoubtedly caused by wastewater discharge from the Greenway Wastewater
Treatment Plant.
The mixing tool and visualization are rather poor tools as they do not directly indicate either
point sources or sequestration. And the details of geographic mapping obscures the patterns.
A more general problem is using median values and catchment area for driving a mixing model;
flow-concentration relations are generally stage dependent, non-linear and seasonal (Nürnberg
and LaZerte, 2015). Synchronized, high frequency data are required for accurate mixing. This
can only be explored with the City of London data.

4.3.3.

Reach-based Phosphorus budgeting

The instantaneous (day-coherent) data in the city of London allows reach-based differences in
TP to be computed using upstream and downstream concentration (n =280 to 800, Figure 4.8).
The data were distributed unevenly on the positive and negative sides, most evidently for the
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Wharncliffe-Springbank reach (Figure 4.8a) where WWTP discharge occurs. The AdelaideYork ΔTP distribution (Figure 4.8e) had a more balanced distribution and there is no
wastewater input in between. Overall, in the absence of a WWTP discharge, TP is more likely
to be lower (negative ΔTP) at the downstream monitoring.
But there is a great deal of scatters in the delta TP data. In part, this may be “random” errors
(not unexpected as TP analyses are vulnerable to accidental inclusion of high P particulates;
and a filtration/settling protocol may have been variously applied to samples (O’Connor, et al.,
2016). There did not seem to be any relationship to other variables such as pH, temperature,
season etc. However, the data showed a possible systematic relationship to discharge with loss
(sequestration) at low flow and gain at high flow. This underlying relationship has been
visualized using local weighted regression (LOWESS, Cleveland, 1979) to fit a general trend
line through the data (red lines, Figure 4.9). The trend lines show subtle, yet consistent trends
of increasing ΔTP with log discharge in most reaches without a point source (SpringbankByron, Byron-Komoka, Richmond-Dundas). The trendlines for these locations suggest ΔTP
values tend to be negative (sequestration) under low flow conditions and rise to positive (TP
production) at high flow. The North Thames (Richmond-Dundas) ΔTP trendline raised up to
0, meaning equal TP concentrations under high flow. While the main Thames River stations
(Springbank-Byron, Byron Komoka) raised beyond 0, meaning net releases of phosphorus over
short reaches under high flow. The Wharncliffe-Springbank budgeting (Figure 4.9a) reflects
the contribution of Greenway WWTP and its dilution under high flow conditions.
The implication of this analysis is that TP is sequestered at low flow, likely in the form of
periphyton slime on the bed of the river. Periphyton has low strength and is readily removed
during floods (Biggs, 2000), presumably exporting with it a large mass of sequestered organic
phosphate (e.g. Berthold, 2017). Although the ΔTP-flow relation shows only subtle trends,
rough budgeting of TP loads (ΔTP×discharge) at Byron - Komoka is well balanced. But other
pairs have high residuals, indicating poor balance (Table 4.2). The underlying error in the data
and nonlinearity of this process makes it unsurprising that budgets do not balance. However,
it indicates that sequestration is an important process that has significant implications for TP
monitoring and stream management. For example, previous work in the Medway Creek (Hill
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2003) documented high, then declining levels of enteric bacteria associated with fall floods
following sustained low flow.
Table 4.2 Summary of TP budgeting between adjacent monitoring stations in the City of
London. The raw data estimates are not a true budget (Nürnberg and LaZerte, 2015), but
indicative of TP tendencies.

n

total negative
load
(gram/second)

total positive load
(g/s)

sum of ΔTP load
(g/s)

mean ΔTP load
(g/s/sample)

WharncliffeSpringbank

784

-333.5

1419.1

1085.6

1.38

Springbank-Byron

799

-877.2

537.9

-339.3

-0.42

Byron-Komoka

401

-172

182.4

10.4

0.03

Richmond Dundas

491

-226.2

283.2

57

0.12

Adelaide-York

280

-105.1

74.5

-30.6

-0.11

Despite the limitations of the analysis, it was only possible due to the exceptional City of
London data. The best PWQMN paired data set for the Thames River had n=22. The overall
trend is consistent with the sequestration-release model (Figure 4.10), but the sample size is
far too small to allow any confidence in this analysis.

4.4. Discussion and conclusion: utility of mapping
tools in surface water quality analysis
The objective of this chapter was to further test the network space and mixing models by more
broadly applying them to water quality mapping. This was done using network space to map
PCO2, DO and total phosphorus. Mixing models were tested on TP at the catchment and the
reach scale.
Network space proved to be a powerful medium for water quality mapping: the product was
visually appealing and with practice allowed ready interpretation.

The maps allowed

inferences to be made (e.g. inter- and intra-catchment contrasts in PCO2) and highlighted
questions that were often resolved by resorting to conventional mapping products like Google
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Maps. (e.g. TP anomalies from sewage lagoons). Network space maps were vulnerable to data
quality. Indicating sampling sites on the map makes this explicit in terms of the spatial
distribution of the sampling sites, but the frequency and consistency of sampling is not apparent.
Analytical problems and ambiguity are opaque and require knowledge of the parameter in
question, but this is common to any SWQ analysis. Online versions of the mapping facilitated
a more informed analysis and precaution allowing sample sites to be queried and mapped and
even display the ensemble data set. Such selective query mapping proved far more effective
than global inverse mapping explored in Chapter 3. A further tentative extension was using
network space to map derived quantities (in this case PCO2%-DO% correlation at each sample
site). Derived analysis required additional care due to error propagation and greater ambiguity.
But again, online it was possible to pop-up local scattergrams to clarify the analysis (e.g. see
inset scattergrams in Figure 4.4).

(An attempt to map sub-regional statistics from the

interpolated fields was less successful as it was doubly vulnerable to artifacts.).
The mixing model tool was less successful in its own right, partly as mapping channel water
quality in geographic space is challenging, and partly because the data are inadequate to allow
accurate mixing maps to be generated. In fact, the failures arising from the mixing model were
arguably the most useful product.

Implausibly high or negative concentrations were

indications of WWTP point sources or in channel sequestration. These inferences were tested
at the reach scale on the city of London data. However, even with an exceptional database,
such analyses are tenuous. The mixing model was expected to be more powerful than network
space for downstream rivers. But it is generally less satisfactory in terms of reliability, visual
effectiveness, and ease of interpretation.
Water quality databases always represent a compromise between spatial, temporal and
analytical demands of monitoring. So far, this thesis has addressed analytical limitations
arising from lack of major ion analyses (Chapter 2) and spatial problems rendering low density
stream water quality data in an effective manner (Chapters 3 and 4.) The work so far has been
restricted to mapping of conservative medians over long periods of time. In other words,
temporal issues regarding statistical bias, trends etc. have not been considered. Concerns have
also been expressed about the analytical quality and consistency of the data, not least because
such artifacts can mimic trends or steps in apparent water quality. The subsequent chapter
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undertakes further exploration looking at epoch-based analysis (comparing defined time
periods) and exploring analytical issues that arise.
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4.5. Figures

Figure 4.1 Median non-winter PCO2 mapped in network space (1980-1995, non-winter data). (a) Grand River; (b) Thames River; (c) Saugeen
River.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of non-winter median (a,b,c) CO2 and (d,e,f) O2 % saturation in network
space for (a ,d) Grand River , (b, e) Thames River and (c, f) Saugeen River.
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Figure 4.3 Scattergrams of CO2 and O2 saturation of all individual samples in (a)Grand,
(b)Thames, and (c)Saugeen catchments. The red lines indicate 100% saturation.

Figure 4.4 Network mapping of correlation coefficients of CO2% and DO% saturation ratio in (a)
Grand River, (b) Thames River, and (c) Saugeen River.
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Figure 4.5 Median total phosphorus mapped in network space (1980-1995, non-winter data) for a) Grand, b) Thames, and c) Saugeen
catchments. The inset shows a rescaled rendering of the Saugeen River TP to reveal patterns concealed using a common colour scale.
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Figure 4.6 Mixing model map of Thames River total phosphorus concentration. The black stream
reaches denote negative total phosphorus (TP) concentration assigned by the mixing model in order
to balance the phosphorus budget. Blue dashed streams have unresolved TP concentration due to
absence of a downstream station. See Figure 4.7 for the close-up map near City of London.
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Figure 4.7 Close up map of Thames River median phosphorus (1980-1995) near London, ON. Example
data values are shown for select reaches and tributaries. The black streams denote modelled negative
phosphorus concentration assigned by the mixing model in order to balance the phosphorus budget.
The red stream is Mud Creek; the high modelled TP concentration is forced by the unattributed point
source Greenway WWTP (Pink triangle).
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Figure 4.8 Distribution of total phosphorus differences (ΔTP) in adjacent monitoring
stations on Thames River. ΔTP (mg/L) = [TP]downstream - [TP]upstream. a) Wharncliffe Springbank; b) Springbank - Byron; c) Byron - Komoka; d) Richmond - Dundas; e) Adelaide York.
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Figure 4.9 Total phosphorus differences (ΔTP) plotted against log discharge. with paired
samples from adjacent monitoring stations in City of London. Note the scatter and trend
lines are at different x scales. Refer to Figure 4.7 for location of stations. a) Wharncliffe Springbank; b) Springbank - Byron; c) Byron - Komoka; d) Richmond - Dundas; e) Adelaide York.
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Figure 4.10 Total phosphorus budgeting between adjacent provincial (PWQMN) monitoring
stations on the main Thames channel. The upstream station (ID:04001307502) and
downstream station (ID:04001305802) budgeting analysis is impractical due to the lack of
paired samples
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Chapter 5
5. An assessment of longitudinal (temporal) analysis of
a surface water quality database
5.1. Introduction
Water quality changes in time at the event, seasonal and secular (multi-year) scales. Low
frequency monitoring programs like the PWQMN cannot be used to characterize high
frequency or even seasonal changes, but are commonly used to characterize long term trends.
Secular trend may be obscured by inadvertent event and seasonal variation, particularly if there
is systematic bias in the sampling. For example, flow-dictated sampling, seasonally restricted
sampling, or hiatuses can significantly affect secular analysis. A variety of approaches have
been adopted to deal with such bias. The “epoch” approach lumps data into defined periods,
allowing a simple test of difference to be used to identify change. A lack of sampling in winter
due to ice cover or restricted access can be addressed using a “non-winter” filter (e.g. Favaro,
2011), although such exclusion prohibits consideration of winter threats such as road salt runoff
(Barr, 2014). Recognizing such issues with PWQMN database Stammler et al. (2017) filtered
the data using criteria such as landuse, analytical methods, sampling seasons, catchment size
(headwater stream only) to screen out biased data and locations. Data screening is a laborious
but effective approach to minimize extraneous errors and derive a robust long-term trend, but
it will inevitably reduce sample size and impede spatial interpolation in mapping.
The province-wide PCO2 decline discovered in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.10) receives careful
scrutiny in this chapter because such a decline would imply an unexpected improvement in
water quality. However, as a derived quantity PCO2 is subject to the biases noted above,
particularly in changes in analytical protocol. PWQMN sampling is subject to significant
changes arising from provincial policy and funding. The monitoring response can be in terms
of sampling density (number of sites), frequency (samples per year) or analysis (number of
parameters and method). Figure 1.2 shows the monthly sampling count of the PWQMN
database, ordered by month and year. The period 1980-1995 was a “golden age” of monitoring
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when a large number of sites were sampled at quite high frequency. Budget cuts between 1995
and 2004 significantly reduced the number of sites and sampling frequency, other than a few
sites supported by complementary funding. The present era is relatively stable (other than 2007)
with median site frequency of around six samples per year.
Although PWQMN is provincially funded, conservation authorities have considerable
autonomy and varied resilience in sampling. This history was reported in Chapter 1, Figure
1.3 where the mid-nineties crash in sampling and the “Source water Protection” recovery (with
reduced sampling frequency) are clear. But the Grand River (Figure 1.2c) was able to sustain
sampling through the crash 1995 (presumably using complementary funding). In contrast,
predominantly rural authorities were forced to abandon the program for several years (e.g.
Saugeen River; Figure 1.2d). The Thames River is particularly complicated because the lower
Thames is predominantly rural (and sampling all but ceased) whereas the City of London with
independent funding continued sampling at very high frequency (Figure 1.2b). Upper Thames
with more robust capacity managed to sustain some sampling and recovered relatively quickly
from the setback. Where individual site sampling follows the collective pattern, there is a
temporal bias. When there is differential response between sites then there is spatial bias. Both
may compromise particular periods in network space. Simple least squares trend analysis is
also vulnerable to such bias, and alternative exploratory methods have been developed such as
local weighted regression (LOWESS, Cleveland, 1979).
A generalised long-term variation in seasonal bias in sampling can be represented using a
surface rendering (Figure 5.1) that shows the number of samples per month in year-month
space. The modern era (after 2005) is particularly subject to seasonal sampling bias due to the
lack of winter samples and a recently introduced sampling “holiday” in July (Figure 5.1).
This chapter explores the temporal rendering of PCO2 data for the Grand, Saugeen and Thames
Rivers to identify consistencies and differences in PCO2 in network space. The contrasting
sampling and analytical practices of the City of London allow a somewhat independent
perspective on water quality patterns in the Thames River. Because of the biases identified
above, the PCO2 spatial-secular analysis will be undertaken using “non-winter” data (AprilNovember inclusive), and initially through epoch-based analysis comparing the “golden age”
(1980-1995) and the “modern era” (2004-2014). Further biases in sampling and analytical
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protocol may exist and the latter are particularly of concern in PCO2 analysis because is a
derivative of several parameters. Ultimately, a video rendering of changing patterns of PCO2
in network space is attempted, recognising that sample bias may greatly compromise the result,
particular in the “dark ages” between 1995 and 2004.

5.2. Long-term PCO2 changes in the Thames, Grand,
and Saugeen Rivers.
The long-term PCO2 decline discovered in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.10) is based on median values
of annually aggregated data (n=12,357) for more than 4000 monitoring stations across Ontario.
The median is a robust “representative” statistic for a data set because it is insensitive to outliers.
However, the median PCO2 (and so its trend) can be biased by varying sample sizes of
individual catchments with different environmental settings. Selection of data for Grand,
Thames, and Saugeen river catchments from the PCO2 dataset allows investigation of inter
catchment variability, although intra catchment variability is still expected such as that arising
from the inverse catchment size - PCO2 relationship (Figure 2.8), landuse and geology. Time
series of PCO2 data of Grand, Thames and Saugeen catchments will be plotted to determine if
the trend of PCO2 is present, synchronous and consistent in southern Ontario. Because much
of the intra-catchment variance is expected to be spatially organized, network space rendering
is then explored as a tool for mitigation of spatially-mediated variance. However, uncertainties
arising from sampling bias lead to an epoch-based comparison of 1980-1995 and 2004-2014.
Analytical uncertainties in temporal water quality can arise from changes in analytical protocol
such as sample handling, storage, and analytical method. These are difficult to resolve, because
such metadata are sparse or non-existent. As a derived quantity, PCO2 is particularly vulnerable
to such errors. Furthermore, PCO2 is primarily dependent on pH and alkalinity (Equation 2.3),
two rather volatile quantities that are time and handling sensitive due to effects such as
degassing and metabolism.

5.2.1.

Temporal changes of PCO2 data for each catchment

The trend of PCO2 decline in Ontario (Figure 2.10) was derived from a simple binning method
to clarify the plot (n=12,357). In this section, raw non-winter (April to November) PCO2 data
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(1974-2014) for each of the Thames, Grand, and Saugeen River are plotted in the scattergrams
(Figure 5.2) to highlight sampling bias and scatter. Visualization trendlines are derived using
the local weighted regression method ( Cleveland, 1979) for each catchment and plotted using
a separate y-axis scale for clarity.
PCO2 data are sparse prior to 1983 (Figure 5.2 a, b, c). The 1995 interruption is scarcely
detectable in the Grand River but lasts until 1998 in the Thames (There are no City data in the
PCO2 compilation.) and 2004 in the Saugeen. Trend lines in all three catchments show PCO2
declines between 1993 and 2002 with subsequent stabilization. But they differ in level and
detail. The Grand has an overall low amplitude decline. The Thames River and Saugeen River
are more synchronous with a distinctive early nineties peak. The contrast between Grand River
vs. the Thames and Saugeen River is surprising as the catchments are geographically adjacent
and have similar landcover. The indications are that there was a drop in PCO2 between the late
1990s and mid 2000s, although sampling irregularities and intra-catchment variability limit
confidence in these trends. Note that LOWESS smoothing requires a homogeneous data
density and data gaps result in an approximate linear trend between the two data blocks.

5.2.2.

Epoch-based mapping of PCO2

To close in on PCO2 temporal analysis, sampling irregularity and intra-catchment variance in
PCO2 can be addressed using respective strategies of epoch based temporal analysis, and
rendering the data in network space. PCO2 maps in network space are generated for two epochs
(1980-1995, 2004-2014) conveniently avoiding the monitoring hiatus 1996-2003. Median
non-winter PCO2 is mapped for all “active monitoring stations” (more than twenty PCO2
records) for each of the Grand, Thames, and Saugeen networks. There are thus sampling array
changes between epochs. It is already known that spatial variance related to catchment size
and point sources is important (e.g. Figure 2.8, Figure 4.1). These patterns should remain
coherent in both epochs (allowing for changes in stressors). If there is a significant change in
PCO2, then the maps for the two epochs will be distinctive.
The network space maps of PCO2 for Grand, Thames, and Saugeen catchments are spatially
coherent in the two epochs with an overall downstream (left side to bottom right) decline in
PCO2 (Figure 5.3), confirming the importance of catchment size and landuse as determinants
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of PCO2. As expected (from Chapter 4), the catchments are different with the Grand having
the lowest PCO2. Most importantly, the PCO2 drops significantly throughout all catchments
between the two epochs. These differences are summarized for each catchment using the
approximate the range of values in upstream and downstream sectors in the two epochs (Table
5.1)
Table 5.1 Summary descriptors for PCO2 in sample catchments in two eras

PCO2 %
saturation

1980-1995

2004-2014

Number of
stations

Upstream
PCO2

Downstream
PCO2

Number of
stations

Upstream
PCO2

Downstream
PCO2

Grand River

35

1100-1400

800-1000

27

900-1100

700-900

Thames
River

19

1900-2200

1400-1600

30

1100-1300

900-1000

Saugeen
River

13

1200-1900

1200-1400

11

800-1300

900-1100

Care has to be taken in reading network space maps, particularly regarding locations of data
sites and interpolation. Saugeen River has a very low sampling density (number of sites=1113) compared to the other catchments, and there are no data from near the outlet in the later
epoch. The apparent increase in PCO2 at the outlet of the Thames in the earlier epoch lacks
supporting data, so is regarded as an artifact. The absence of any PCO2 data from the City of
London data leaves a data gap around the Forks of the Thames.
Overall, there has been a systematic decrease of PCO2 over time. Rudimentary colour
matching shows that the Thames and Saugeen are now comparable to the Grand in the earlier
epoch. The Grand shows a drop to about 60-70% of its earlier PCO2. The general drop in PCO2
indicates that this effect is catchment-wide and cannot be attributed to improvements in
wastewater treatment, for example. The timing of the change across a significant data gap in
the Thames and Saugeen Rivers may also arise from a shift in analytical protocol.

5.3. The determinants of epochal PCO2 changes
PCO2 in PWQMN in a derivative quantity calculated from various parameters (e.g. pH,
alkalinity, temperature, and electrical conductivity; Chapter 2) measured in the field or
analyzed in a laboratory. The long-term PCO2 decline will be caused by changes in the
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respective parameters involved in the calculation, regardless as to whether this is an
environmental change or analytical error. A brief description of PWQMN database published
on the Ontario data archive (Kaltenecker, 2012) addressed the inconsistency of analytical
methods over time. Users were advised to use the database with caution and their own
judgment. The record of analytical methods for pH and alkalinity are particularly poorly
documented.
Although PCO2 estimation requires major ion analysis, pH and temperature. Here, a number
of short-cuts have been adopted following the analysis in Chapter 2. Regardless, PCO2 is
predominantly dependent on pH and alkalinity (See Equation 2.4), two particularly challenging
measurements that are prone to degrade after sampling (for example by degassing or in-vitro
oxidation of organic matter). These parameters are investigated in detail to determine if they
show unaccountable changes.
The time-series scattergrams and LOWESS trends lines of PCO2, pH and alkalinity in Grand,
Thames, and Saugeen River from 1975-2014 (Figure 5.4) show the long-term changes. As
expected from Equation 2.4, the temporal trends of PCO2 and pH are inverse and synchronized
in all three catchments. This suggests that pH is the major driver of the long-term PCO2 decline.
The alkalinity trends seem independent of pH or PCO2, which is unexpected because by
definition alkalinity is a measurement of the capacity to neutralize an acid. In a buffering
medium such a calcareous soil, it is expected to respond to pH changes. The scattergrams
plotting pH against alkalinity (Figure 5.5) confirm that pH and alkalinity are independent in
all three catchments and that most changes occurred in pH. (Individual stations investigated
also shows no evident correlation.)
If pH alone is most likely the primary driver of long-term trends in PCO2 in southern Ontario
then it suggests the organic matter may play a significant role in determining pH and PCO 2.
Alternatively, this might be due to errors due to methodological changes, which were poorly
documented in the PWQMN metadata. Field pH measurements are generally more reliable
because there is no risk of sample degradation. But, three independent authorities with
distinctive handling protocol may result in inter-catchment differences in pH. pH measured in
a centralized analytical facility would be more consistent, but there is more risk of sample
degradation. Sample metadata and procedure codes do not allow this distinction to be made.
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But it is expected that conventional pH calibrations are undertaken in all cases, and the probes
are presumably replaced regularly to avoid response errors (e.g. Xylem Inc, 2018).
It is surprising that the surface water pH in Grand, Thames, and Saugeen rivers increased more
than 0.3 units (50% more basic) over the decades, but no independent analysis has been
discovered reporting such pH changes. There has been much more interest in lake pH in
Precambrian terrain affected by acid rain. Canada/USA acid rain control programs are reported
to have led to increased pH and alkalinity levels in this area (Jeffries et al., 2003). pH data for
the northern (less carbonate buffered) Lakehead Conservation Authority (Figure 5.6)
demonstrate that unbuffered river pH systematically increased over the period of observation,
and the magnitude of increase from 7 to 8), a possible result of acid rain control. It is possible
that surface water streams in southern Ontario also responding to the acid rain control programs
with increasing pH, but modulated by a more complicated system than simple carbonate
buffering. Organic matter is a likely mediator, but how this operates in time is not understood
(Nydahl et al., 2017). But it remains equivocal whether pH and PCO2 have really changed, or
are a result of analytical inconsistency.

5.4. Temporal changes of pH: PWQMN (Thames River)
vs. City of London data
The surface water quality monitoring in Thames River catchment is administrated by three
independent jurisdictions: Upper Thames River Conservation Authority (UTRCA), Lower
Thames Valley Conservation Authority (LTVCA), (both report to PWQMN) and the City of
London. The City of London water quality dataset was not included in the previous analysis
due to the lack of alkalinity data. However, the City reports calibrated pH (Van Rossum, City
of London, pers comm.), allowing an independent check on the provincial data. Furthermore,
the City data was sampled throughout the hiatus in the 1990s.
City of London measures pH approximately weekly on 10 stations on the main reaches of
Thames River, and monthly on smaller tributaries (City of London, 2018). Due to the high
sampling frequency, City of London produced more local main channel pH data than the rest
UTRCA and LTRCA. The data are not paired, precluding direct comparison of pH. However,
the time-series plots (Figure 5.7a, b) show significant differences. The overall pH is lower in
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London (median=7.92) than the rest of Thames River (median=8.14). Both show an offset
upward trend, though the city exhibits a distinctive peak around 2000. It is disconcerting that
the two pH series are so different, because it introduces a significant uncertainty in the PCO2
values generated from Provincial data.
Rendering the pH data in network space should remove spatially mediated variance such as
that arising from catchment size. The epoch-based comparison of pH in Thames River (Figure
5.8) confirms that the City of London stations (red points) are systematically lower than the
surrounding Provincial stations in both epochs. But both the Provincial and City sites showed
a widespread and consistent increase of around 0.15 pH units between the two epochs. The pH
increases in both Provincial and City of London stations suggests that while the pH data are
inaccurate, the precision is sufficient to indicate widespread pH increase.
It is difficult to conclude if the Thames River and City of London pH data varied
simultaneously during the study period. Both datasets indicate overall increasing pH from
1975-2014, but the changes are not well synchronized. However, the comparison may be
affected by the catchment size effect of pH because the City’s monitoring scheme biased
towards the main channels. Surface water pH in main streams and headwater streams may
respond to a same environmental change differently.
Rendering the pH data in network space should remove spatially mediated variance such as
that arising from catchment size. The epoch-based comparison of pH in Thames River (Figure
5.8) indicates that the City of London stations (red points) are systematically lower than the
surrounding Provincial stations in both epochs. Although this is a crude amalgamation of the
data, it implies that the lower pH of City data arises from analytical differences, rather than
sampling bias the main channels. However, it is also clear that both the Provincial and City
sites showed a widespread and consistent increase of around 0.15 pH units between the two
epochs. The pH increases in both Provincial and City of London stations suggests that while
the pH data are inaccurate, the precision is sufficient to indicate widespread pH increase.
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5.5. Conclusions
The objective of this chapter was to assess the feasibility of performing longitudinal analyses
of water quality data with known inconsistencies in sampling. This was done by investigating
the remarkable long-term decline of PCO2 in PWQMN database by decomposing the data
between catchments, within catchments and between epochs. Inconsistent temporal sampling
presents major problems in longitudinal analysis, resulting in seasonal bias, inter annual
differences and even hiatuses in monitoring. Here, these difficulties have been addressed by
considering “non-winter” samples and comparing epochs to avoid a major sampling hiatus in
the later 1990s. The major issue of spatial inconsistency is the changes in sampling locations
over time. Inter-catchment comparisons are compromised by high variance, much of which is
expected to be spatially mediated. Rendering the data in network space provides a powerful
tool for managing such variance. Here it has been shown to be valuable in facilitating
longitudinal analysis, albeit using a dual epoch approach.

Not only does network

transformation provide a coherent picture of spatial patterns of water quality and variation in
time, but it also conveys sampling locations, and with care, has been shown to permit diagnosis
of analytical errors that are particularly difficult to assess.
PCO2 appears to have been decreasing with time, although the trend was inconsistent between
catchments. (Figure 5.2). Epoch analysis in network space indicated a spatially coherent drop
between the two periods (1980-1995, 2004-2014), but again with differences between the
catchments. There is no obvious explanation for inter-catchment differences in PCO2. But it
is possible that acid rain control has resulted in pH increases that cause a fall in estimated PCO2.
The accuracy of the pH data is cast in doubt by consistent differences between PWQMN pH
data and the City of London data on the same waterway. Yet despite this problem, there are
consistent epochal changes in pH across the catchment. The remarkable difference between
catchments in water quality patterns and epochal changes seems too widespread to be simply
caused by sampling protocol. There appear to be fundamental differences in the aquatic
chemistry of these catchments. The indications are that organic matter composition and mass
play a significant role in aquatic chemistry and environmental quality. Unfortunately, there are
no data allowing resolution of organic matter, but EEM fluorescence has some promise in
providing an inexpensive surrogate (e.g. Mark et al., 2014).
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Analytical reliability in a water quality database is a concern, and it is disconcerting that the
sample protocol is so difficult to ascertain. Similar concerns have recently been raised
regarding total phosphorus data (Lake Simcoe CA report, O’Connor, et al., 2016). In the case
of the Thames River, the availability of the very robust City data allowed independent
demonstration of inconsistent pH readings. Unfortunately, the sampling and analytical
practices of the two agencies are not consistent.
Understanding the long-term trends of environmental properties is an important objective of
environmental monitoring. But the inconsistency of water quality monitoring from the spatial,
temporal, and analytical aspects hindered longitudinal analysis using the PWQMN database.
As an environmental monitoring program operated over 50 years, it is understandable that the
PWQMN program experienced technical/policy changes that lead to inconsistency of
monitoring. It is apparent from this analysis that difficult strategic decisions have been made
in directing and sustaining the PWQMN. The trade-off between spatial, temporal and
analytical priorities is widely recognized. However, there is little prominence to two additional
hidden costs of a public database. The first is the evident cost of preparing the data for public
access. The second is the need for improving accounting for the sampling protocol, to avoid
uncertainty in data analysis. Protocols inevitably change and are difficult to coordinate across
the various participating conservation authorities. But improved documentation would greatly
help avoid misinterpretation. We also suggest that when a significant change in protocol
occurs, there should be a period (perhaps a year) during which both old and new protocols run
simultaneously.
Figure 1.2 and Figure 5.1 provide succinct renderings of the sampling “ecology” that develops
in different players in response to changing stresses. While many of these stressors are beyond
the influence of Conservation Authorities, the most egregious example is the virtual
elimination of winter sampling. Winter conditions make sampling arduous and hazardous.
But winter-driven contamination such as Cl from road salt and NO3 from the breakdown of
organic matter are thus eliminated from consideration. Continuous automated monitoring as
practiced by the Grand River CA has some promise in alleviating this difficulty. But to date it
has proven both expensive and difficult to analyze (Cooke, pers comm.).
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More detailed longitudinal analysis is readily conceived using time series methods, particularly
in network space. But the concerns raised in this chapter have prevented the presentation of
higher resolution rendering in time. Examples are provided in the final chapter (http://
publish.uwo.ca/~swan47/demo), but require considerable caution in their interpretation.
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5.6. Figures

Figure 5.1 A surface plot of the sample size of PWQMN in each month of a year, from 19642014. 3D surface interpolated and rendered in Surfer® Golden Software, LLC, 2018.
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Figure 5.2 Scattergrams of PCO2 and temporal trends in three catchments. (a)Grand River;
(b)Thames River; (c)Saugeen River. Red lines are local area regression trend lines (right hand
scale). Dashed red lines denote the PCO2 decline periods.
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Figure 5.3 Comparisons of median non-winter PCO2 distributions between (a,b,c) 1980-1995
and the (d,e,f) 2004-2014 for. (a, d) Grand River; (b,e) Thames River; (c, f) Saugeen River;
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Figure 5.4 Long-term trends of (a,b,c) PCO2, (d,e,f) pH and (g,h,i) alkalinity for (a,d,g). Grand River (b,e,h) Thames River and (c,f,i).
Saugeen River; Red lines are local area regression trend lines (right hand scale).
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Figure 5.5 Scatters of samples with both pH and alkalinity data. (a) Grand River; (b)Thames
River; (c) Saugeen River. The blue points (1980-1995) and orange points (2004-2014)
denote sample from two epochs.

Figure 5.6 Temporal trend of surface water pH in the Lakehead Conservation Authority.
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Figure 5.7 Temporal trend of pH values in two administrations within the Thames
watershed. (a)Thames River near London (Provincial); (b) Thames River in the City of
London. Tributary streams are excluded to ensure better control. Note the LOWESS
trendline scale is exaggerated to show temporal changes.
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Figure 5.8 Network space maps of median pH in two epochs. (a) the past epoch (19801995); (b)the recent epoch (2004-2014).
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Chapter 6
6. Summary, conclusions and recommendations
This thesis aims to use exploratory data analysis to enhance the value of surface water
quality databases (SWQDBs) by coupling auditing and visualization. This objective has
been achieved via the development of river water quality mapping tools, application of
analytical and empirical hydrochemical speciation models, and temporal assessment of
water quality database. The Ontario surface water quality database (PWQMN Ontario,
2014) has been used to undertake this analysis, with a focus on three major catchments:
the Grand River (mixed land use, single conservation authority), the Saugeen River (rural
land use, single conservation authority) and the Thames River (mixed land use, two
conservation authorities supplemented by the City of London water quality data (City of
London, 2018). All data were in the public domain.

6.1. Application of chemical speciation
The wide variety of water quality parameters available in PWQMN database raised the
possibility of understanding surface water chemistry through hydrochemical speciation
models. Chemical speciation in PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) allows
characterization of source water (e.g. particular aquifers), chemical status (e.g. mineral
precipitation and dissolution, gaseous exchange, ionic exchange) and prediction (or
retrodiction) of reaction paths. But chemical speciation requires (at least) analysis of major
ions. Major ion parameters (e.g. sulphate) are not always of direct interest in their own
right, so understandably, the Ontario provincial water quality database (PWQMN) has not
prioritized major ion analysis, making speciation modelling impossible. However, a small
subset of major ion analyses (n=1310) did allow speciation analysis, providing a small, but
key calibration subset against which to test alternative approaches.
A less data-demanding hydrochemical property of interest is the partial pressure of carbon
dioxide. PCO2 is not routinely measured or derived for surface waters, but appears to be a
significant environmental indicator that may be present in streams to potentially toxic
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levels. Aquatic macrophytes appear to be more sensitive to PCO2 than nutrients (Demars
and Trémolières, 2009). PCO2 derived from the small set of “calibration” data set was
used to validate and calibrate a series of complementary PCO2 estimation methods
requiring fewer data but increasing assumptions. With calibration, PCO2 was estimated
with high reliability using both analytical and empirical methods. The common practice
of using simple regression methods based on electrical conductivity alone (Yang et al.,
2012) was not found to be reliable. Uncorrected alkalinity-based estimation were shown
to be positively biased.
A PCO2 dataset was generated using the most reliable semi-analytical approximation. It is
much larger (n=12,357) and has greater spatial coverage and density than any previously
reported (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017), opening up the potential for a more thorough analysis
of PCO2 than has previously been possible. Preliminary ensemble analysis indicated a
clear inverse dependence on catchment size, strong (but flow-dependent) seasonality, and
rising levels to the mid-nineties followed by a drop to a relatively stable level. The high
error variance (scatter) in these relationships indicated the need for clarification.
Subsequent chapters developed techniques to partition and scrutinize the variance between
catchments, within catchments and over time.
In terms of database development, analyzing full major ions for all water sample would be
ideal for chemical speciation. But trade-offs under a limited budget would mean major ion
analyses would result in fewer monitoring sites, reduced sampling frequency, or dropping
of other parameters. If PCO2 is to be derived, analysis of pH, alkalinity, electrical
conductivity, and the temperature is recommended on all samples. As a backstop to routine
analyses, a small subset of samples should be submitted for major ion analysis, if only to
ensure an acceptable ion balance error.

6.2. Spatial transformation and water quality
mapping
The high error variance in the PCO2 ensemble analysis was much reduced by factoring out
individual catchments and subcatchments. More efficient spatial rendering of stream
network data is not practical because stream networks do not lend themselves to
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conventional spatial interpolation. The “paired junction strategy” (Crawley, 2010) is an
upstream ordering that allows transformation of a stream network and its properties into a
two-dimensional surface. But paired junction ordering was onerous and only prototype
analyses were undertaken by Crawley. Here, the paired junction strategy has been
automated to map water quality data directly from the PWQMN database and the
hydrology-enforced digital elevation data (Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry,
2015) according to data selection criteria such as catchment, parameter, sample period,
statistic.

The results confirm the association between paired junction ordering and

monitoring networks. Adopting the order-root area plot as “network space” allows
arbitrary stream quality parameters to be mapped and interpolated across the network. But
the validity and effectiveness of network space mapping required testing.
Network space mapping was first tested on the three catchments using “non-winter
chloride” (Chapter 3), a conservative chemical species that is expected to map in a coherent
spatial pattern based on simple source water composition and mixing. (Winter Cl is
characterized by acute road runoff events that are poorly sampled and challenging to map.)
Strong inter- and intra-catchment contrasts (Figure 3.10) indicated significant land-use
control with urbanized areas clearly the dominant Cl source. However, other anomalies
suggest local agricultural practices and groundwater sources may impact non-winter
chloride concentrations. The overall coherence of the mapping indicated that network
space was very successful in providing a coherent and effective rendering of surface water
quality.
A more rigorous reach based mixing model was also developed for downstream reaches
where mixing dominates water quality and network spatial mapping is expected to be less
coherent. The mixing tool was effective in highlighting anomalies arising from losses and
unmonitored contributions in the City of London where sampling density and frequency
are exceptionally high. The tool was much less effective elsewhere under provincial lowfrequency sampling.
Network space mapping of less conservative species was tentative (Chapter 4), but showed
remarkable spatial coherence of median PCO2, dissolved oxygen (DO) and total
phosphorus (TP) PCO2 was highest in the headwaters, but the values varied systematically
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between catchments with the lowest values in the Grand and the highest in the Thames.
All sites were supersaturated. Local variations were difficult to comprehend. There was
no obvious “urban PCO2 effect”, so anomalies may indicate sites of aeration (i.e. degassing
of CO2 supersaturated water) or significant point source contributions that are not sampled.
As expected, DO showed much less variation around equilibrium. But again, there were
systematic differences between the catchments and patterns within catchments. While DO
largely increased downstream, there were anomalies that suggested that wastewater point
sources have enhanced DO. Catchment ensemble CO2%-DO% showed an overall inverse
correlation although network space did not help clarify the spatial variation in the CO2%
to DO% ratio.
Total phosphorus (TP) mapping in network space revealed systematic differences between
catchments with the rural Saugeen having the lowest concentration. High TP appears to
indicate a WWTP outfall, particularly in the Thames River. This implies that urban areas
are the dominant source of TP in the region, contrary to the prevalent understanding that
rural sources are predominant (Ulén et al., 2007). More detailed TP mapping using the
mixing approach and reach-based budgeting confirmed the significance of point sources
such as sewage lagoons and WWTPs. A tentative flow-based analysis using City of
London data indicated that TP was sequestered under low flow and exported under high
flows, presumably an indication of periphyton build up and erosion in the stream channel.
If TP is sequestered and released in this manner, it points to considerable difficulty
compiling accurate budgets and attribution of sources.
These analyses indicate that with a little care to identify artifacts and learning to read the
map, network space water quality mapping is an effective way to visualize spatial patterns
of water quality conditions of watersheds. Therefore, we recommend this mapping method
for conservation authorities to aid in critically assessing their monitoring and to promote
intuitive and informative communication to the general public and stakeholders.
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6.3. Temporal analysis of water quality
A large component of error variance in the ensemble analysis can be attributed to temporal
factors such as secular change, seasonality, and flow events. High frequency events and
seasonality and low frequency, seasonally-biased sampling can significantly compromise
the resulting data set. The median from long term non-winter data provides a robust water
quality statistic (e.g. Nydahl et al., 2017) suitable for mapping in network space. The
apparent drop in PCO2 across Ontario (Chapter 2) suggests that a systematic reduction in
PCO2 might be due to the reduction of acid emissions (and perhaps organic matter
metabolism is less dominant) over the period of observation. The inconsistency of
monitoring at spatial scales over time and between Conservation Authorities (e.g.
monitoring array locations and sampling protocol) demand caution in network spatial
rendering. Variations in analytical protocol (e.g. field or lab analysis) (O’Connor, et al.,
2016) can also lead to abrupt changes in values and proved particularly difficult to identify
and resolve.
In light of these concerns, a catchment-based, epoch comparison of non-winter, 1980-1995
median with 200-2014 median was adopted for assessing temporal change, thus avoiding
a period of limited and inconsistent sampling between the two epochs.
Systematic epochal and catchment differences in PCO2 were discovered with strong
support for an overall reduced level of PCO2 in the recent epoch. However, inconsistencies
of pH between catchments and in the pH time series for the Thames River and the City of
London suggested that there might be underlying analytical errors in the data. These
inconsistencies aside, it is also possible that pH (and therefore PCO2) levels have
responded to acid rain amelioration over the period of record.
A more sophisticated video rendering of temporal change in network space was developed
using a running 5-year median for each sample location. (http://publish.uwo.ca
/~swan47/demo). To aid in cautious interpretation, only active sampling sites were shown
along with a catchment aggregate sample size index. To facilitate interpretation each
sampling site was hot-linked to Google Earth to allow the surrounding land-use to be
evaluated. These simple test videos were very interesting (and popular with conservation
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authorities) and testified to the potential for time-based network spatial rendering.
However, in light of the challenges in spatial, temporal and analytical aspects of the data,
the videos are not analysed further here.
Characterization of the long-term trends of environmental conditions is an important
objective of environmental monitoring. But inconsistency of water quality monitoring in
PWQMN imposed barriers to derivation of reliable trends of environmental conditions.
Our analysis revealed that monitoring policies, priorities and monitoring practices have
been changing over the past 50 years. But the sampling protocol is sparse or missing. Lab
calibration does not address issues of collection and handling that may dramatically affect
pH and alkalinity that are critical for PCO2 estimation. It is understandable that monitoring
programs experiences technical and political changes. But to maximize the value and
continuity of the data set, we recommend establishing a response protocol for when policy,
budget and technical changes arise. For example, sampling sites need to be prioritised to
allow ordered reduction, relocation and expansion of monitoring programs. Sampling
should be regular, to avoid flow or seasonal bias. The practice of limited winter sampling
may be problematic. For example nitrate (a nutrient of concern) levels peak in winter
(Favaro, 2011), but this has scarcely registered in CA assessments (Quinlan et al., 2017).
Changes in analytical method are inevitable, so adopting a transitional overlap period
would allow the consistency of the methods to be determined and corrected if necessary.

6.4. Overall assessment of the Provincial Water
Quality Database
The PWQMN has aggregated a massive and comprehensive data set that has been subject
to surprisingly limited analysis. By monumental effort, it has only recently been brought
into the public domain but its magnitude and complexity perhaps prevent ease of use. But
in an era of fragile budgets, efforts to facilitate wider use would need to be traded off
against the core missions of sampling and analysis.
The PWQMN is supported by differential core funding from the provincial ministry
(currently Environment, Conservation and Parks) and, supplemented and complemented
and (increasingly) supplanted by other often short-term resources. Thus, central funding
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levels dictate the overall level of sampling and shifting focus.

Yet the individual

conservation authorities have gained autonomy in directing these funds and there are large
contrasts in their capacity to take advantage of discretionary funding opportunities. These
contrasts are largely responsible for dramatic contrasts in sampling regime between the
authorities. In contrast the autonomously-funded City of London data are remarkably
sustained, high density and at very high frequency, though with fewer parameters (e.g. no
alkalinity) than the provincial program. Much more powerful analysis was possible using
the latter data.
A recent analysis of PWQMN data (Stammler et al., 2017) encountered similar problems
arising from sampling and analytical changes.

These authors adopted a number of

precautions similar to those adopted here. However, they had no effective way of dealing
with the stream network, and concentrated on standardized medium scale streams. In this
light, the spatial rendering in network space is a considerable advance as it allows the
structure of the network to be exploited and explored as a factor in data analysis. But the
temporal analysis in network space remains challenging because individual sampling sites
come and go, and may have very different data sets, but are preferably retained in order to
enhance the spatial resolution.

6.5. Technical achievements
Some of the analyses in this thesis (e.g. paired junction stream ordering, database access,
map rendering) required sophisticated geospatial processing and management of a large
database (n>6,000,000). Automation of the analytical processes by computer programming
is essential to the implementations of the research ideas proposed. The paired junction
strategy was originally introduced by Smart and Crawley (2010) to guide monitoring
design and water quality mapping. But the manual application was limited to the Thames
River and was laborious and error-prone. A key technical achievement of this thesis is
accessing provincial hydrologically smoothed DEMs (Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry, 2015) allowing the automated extraction of paired junction ordering for a given
point on the landscape (usually a catchment outlet). The PWQMN was accessed through a
SQL and python data management packages to allow flexible and robust extraction and
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inspection by locational, time and parameter criteria. The data were coupled to PHREEQC
and network mapping using Python script based on a template provided by Caitlin Kushnir.
Statistical analysis and graphics were performed using a variety of public domain python
packages SciPy (Jones et al., 2001) and Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007), linked by custom
coding. Subsequent water quality analyses such as the mixing interpolator, and epochbased mapping, were built by additional Python coding. QGIS (QGIS Development Team,
2018) was used to produce geographic space maps for the mixing model, but not integrated
into the program. The network ordering algorithm is also being translated into Java
(programing language) to allow incorporation into the Whitebox GAT (Lindsay, 2016), an
open source of Terrain GIS source code that provided important inspiration and guidance
in this work.
Development of customized GIS tools is not common in water quality research as it
requires specialized computer programming skills. As a result, there are few tools for
spatial analyses of surface water quality and data sets are often highly censored. It is hoped
that network space will become more widely adopted and further developed once it is
placed into the public domain with suitable documentation.

6.6. Overall conclusions for the thesis
The lack of major ion data in the provincial water quality monitoring data set was initially
a disappointment. But the approach to PCO2 extraction through a self-calibrating suite of
approximations provided a remarkable data set of surprisingly good statistical reliability.
It is hoped that others may be able to extract PCO2 from other databases using this protocol.
Conventional PCO2 estimation practices (e.g. uncorrected alkalinity and regression:
Chapter 2) were found to be inaccurate and imprecise.
Working up the data in network space has proven very informative and with experience, it
becomes an extremely useful tool. Inverse mapping in geographic space was disappointing,
although the ability of transferring directly from network space to Google Earth has proved
to be very useful in assessing site conditions. The broad analysis of long-term, non-winter
medians is robust, but somewhat disappointing because it conceals a great deal of
important variation. But dealing with sampling inconsistencies poses difficult challenges.
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Analytical uncertainties are perhaps the greatest disappointment because they are difficult
to audit and undermine confidence in network space mapping and any attempt at
interpretation.
As a technically focused thesis, the primary goal has been to provide robust and accessible
tools for evaluating water quality. Many of the patterns in the few parameters analyzed
are intriguing and appear to be clearly revealed only by network space rendering.
Accounting for the patterns has been set aside for the most part to allow timely completion
of the demanding technical work. But there are numerous hypotheses and interpretations
that can and should be made based on the maps produced. PCO2 alone appears to be a
much more important environmental variable than expected, particularly as it is chronically
supersaturated and likely rises to toxic levels in some locations (Demars and Trémolières,
2009).

6.7. Further work to enhance utilization of public
domain surface water quality databases
A list of ideas to further improve the value of PWQMN database has been raised during
the research, but not yet implemented due to time constraints. Some of the ideas will
require additional data.
•

Undertake a more thorough analysis of PCO2 and its relationship to nutrients, BOD
and land use. Use the multiple regression method of PCO2 estimation (with due caution)
to increase sample size (n~120,000) and bring the City of London data on stream. The
Grand River Conservation Authority (and a few others) has committed a significant
part of its monitoring budget to continuous monitoring of flow, temperature, pH, EC
and DO. But these data are reportedly even less utilized than the PWQMN, leading to
reconsideration of the strategy.

Regression models for PCO2 might generate a

remarkable high frequency spatially distributed PCO2 data set.
•

The paired junction mapping (e.g. Figure 3.7) has been very effective in visualizing
water quality in catchment scales. Given that the tool has been automated, a userfriendly interface might be developed to make it more accessible. Implementation in
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White Box GAT may be the first stage in this progression. Care will be required to
ensure skeptical use.
•

Establish a general strategy to audit the spatial and temporal consistency/reliability of
legacy databases. Crawley (2010) devised a simple water quality index to quantify the
temporal reliability of data and generated this as an overlay to network space maps. It
was crude and not very effective. More sophisticated data quality censorship may be
possible in automated visualizations.

•

Incorporate wastewater treatment plant effluent data into the network space mapping
and the mixing model. High-frequency WWTP data are routinely submitted to the
provincial government, but they are difficult to obtain in a useable form. A similar
concern relates to the City of London river data being released as inconsistently
formatted pdf files that defy automation (City of London, 2018).

•

Animate network space water quality maps to show temporal changes of water quality.
A prototype version available online at http://publish.uwo.ca/~swan47/demo/ has
proven fascinating and is strongly recommended. Again, due diligence is required to
avoid over- or misinterpreting the videos.

•

The idea of mapping network space mapping can be extended to other parameters or
properties of rivers, such as discharge. Derived quantities have also been mapped here
(e.g. PCO2, the CO2%:DO% ratio), with mixed results. But derived indices such as
“fish habitat quality” might be remarkably informative in network space rendered
seasonally (overlaying years). A similar approach to baseflow water quality proved
invaluable in identifying stream geography, dynamics and endangered species habitat
in Medway Creek (Davie, 2009).

•

Seasonal changes in water quality are often significant in diagnosing environmental
processes and contaminant source and routing (Bridgeman et al., 2012). PCO2 exhibits
a clear seasonal signature (Figure 2.9) that has been eliminated from consideration by
using the non-winter median as a standard statistic. The inconsistency of seasons (in
climate, flow and landuse) coupled with summer-focused sampling makes seasonal
analysis challenging even in the high-frequency City of London data (Favaro, 2011).
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